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RCAA ENDORSING
ORGANIZATIONS

AIrport Noise Action Council

Airaaft Noise Coalition

Aircraft Noise Group

Beverly Park Community Club

Brown's Point Improvement Club

Citizen's Ad.HIV Committee

Citizens to Save Puget S)und

Citizens Alternatives to
Sea.Tac Expansion

CitY of Buricn

CitY of Chi Moines

Citv of Normandy Park

City of Tukwila

Communities Against Noise
• Beacon Hill

Friends of Lincoln Park
Community Council

Greater Des Moines
Chamber of Commerce

Haller Lake Communitv Club

The Hi8hline Community Council

Highline Hcwpital DIstrIct

HighIine Schml District

HiRhline Cunmunlty College
Hurstwtxxl Community Club

Lakewotxl/Seward Park
Community Club

Montlake CommunIty Club

Mt. Baker Communitv Club

North Hill CommunIty Club

Ocean View Communitv Beach Club

Portage Bay /Roanoke Park
CommunitY Council
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Ravenna.Bryant
Community Association

Redondo Community Club

Salmon Creek Community Council

Seahurst Community Club

battle Citizens For Quality Living

ShorewcxH Communitv Council

S)utheast Area Action Council

WAARI
I
I

Wesley Terrace Center

White Center Chamter of Commerce

White Center Ad HIV Committee

White Center Youth Task Force
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January 26 1993

The Regional Commission on Airport Affairs (RCA A) is a
unique consortium of cities and citizens working to
protect Puget Sound Region's quality of life and economic
stability .

We are opposed to the proposed third dependent runway
at Sea-Tac and are taking a pro-active approach to find
financially feasible and environmentally responsible
ways to meet the air capacity needs of our region.

4

We are pleased to present summary materials
the topics of airports and alternative planning;
and capacity; economics; health, social and
environmental impacts.

regarding
demand

Because many of the issues under consideration are
complex public policy concerns, the RCA A has sought to
work with well respected and technically qualified
experts. Summaries of their findings on these issues are
included in this packet.

We hope you find this information useful in gaining a
better understanding of the air capacity issues in the
Puget Sound Region.

Best regards,

ames
President
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Airport Noise Action Council

Aircraft Noise Coalition

Aircraft Noise Group
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Citizens to Save Puget Sound

Citizens Alternatives to
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City of Norma IIdV Park

CitY of Tukwila

Communities Against Noise
• Beacon Hill

Friends of Lincoln Park
CommunitY Council

Greater Des Moines
Chamber of Commerce

Haller Lake Communitv Club

The Highline Community Council

Highline Hospital District

Highline School District

Highline (,"ommunity College

Hurstwcx)d Community Club

lakewood /Seward Park
Communitv Club

Montlake Commurlitv Club

Mt. Baker Community Club

North Hill Communitv Club

Ocean View Communitv Beach Club
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Communitv Council
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Com munitv Association

Redondo Community Club

Salmon Creek Communitv Council

Seahurst Communitv Club

Seattle Citizens For Quality Living

Shorewo(xi CommunitY Council

Southeast Area Action Council

WAAR

Wesley Terrace Center

White Center Chamber of Commerce

White Center Ad Hoc Committee

White Center youth Task Force
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To achieve a long--term integrated plan for air and

surface transportation to meet the competitive

needs of Washington state.

To achieve irnmediate and permanent reduction in

noise and other adverse environmental impacts from

commercial aircraft in the Puget Sound Region.

RCAA GOALS :

Relative to Seattle-Tacona International Airport:
Prohibit building of a Third Runway
Cap the nunber of operations
Inplement efficient Demand Management
Insure enforcement and improvement of noise
and pollution reduction budgets
Rescind the "Four Post Planl'
Insure econonic vitality of the airport
community

+

+

+

+

+

+

Relative to Regional and State Needs :

Support intermodal transportation
development, enphasizing high speed rail
Secure fair and timely compensation for
Impacts from aircraft operations
Support a cargo and maintenance base
outside of urban areas
Promote rapid development of new airport
capacity at "green grass" sites

+

+

+

+
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I R.C. A. A. WIHTE PAPERS

EXECUTIVE SUNUV£ARY

I
+ The Sea-Tac Third Runway costs too much: Up to $5(X) million construction costs alone;
$2-3 billion including construction, debt service, addmn's, and lost property values. Ninety percent of

. these costs will be paid by passengers, local taxpayers, and homeowners.I
8 Passengers and taIpa)ers get very little for their none): The mo,ey buys a Ii,at,d utility
runway, a hu\T public subsidy for inefficient commuter flights, the equivalent of seven King Domes of
fill dirt, small additional passenger capacity, and heavy long-term liabilities. Even after expansion, Sea-
Tac will still tn an old 1950's urban airport: far too small and in the worst possible location for a aujor
arrport

I
1

B Contrary to myth, there is no evidence that Sea-Tac expansion will be good for the
local economy : There is little evidence that airport expansions generate many jobs and studies show
that neither delays nor capacity caps have any demonstrable effect on local economies. No true
cost/tnnefit or residential property devaluation studies of the Flight Plan proposal have ever bea done.
Economists find the economic sution of the Environmental Impact Statement tx)th inaccurate and
-woefully inadequate. -

I
I
I
I
I

8 Sea-Tac iS a white elephant : Old urban airports shoehornal into the middle of densely
populated areas like Sea-Tac could face severe liability issues in the coming decade. Sea-Tac's tiny size
Gust 26(X) acres) and hemmed-in location nuke it especially vulnerable.

Ruent studies link noise & air pollution from jet airports to a whole host of health problems,
ranging from low birthweight babies to heart disease. lang-term cancer studies have just tBgun
buause of the high concentrations of air pollutants and high concentrations of known carcinogens
such as tnnwne & ozone in airport communities. 67,m people live in the high noise area (65+
DNL) alone. Perhaps twice that number live in the 55 + DNL area assmi8ted with sharp increases
in rates of heart disease & mental disorders. Hundreds of thousands live in the sleep disturbance
area. No recent safetY studies of Sea-Tac have ben done despite its inadequate clear zones, wssive
increases in arrivals and departures since deregulation, and rnent routing changes putting dense
ground populations under the approach and takeoff corridors.I

I
I

B There are many near- and long-term altenta6ves not considered by Flight Plan that
would provide better service and are a better long-term investtnent:
Flight Plan virtually ignored a) alternative runway sites outside of King, Pierce, and Snohomish Counties
and b) the use of high speed rail.

Short to mid-tenn: Demand management and peak/demand pricing would be an especially
effective near' to mid-term alternative at Sea-Tac twause commuter flights, primarily to Portland
and Vancouver, B.C. consume 42% of the current capacity but serve just 8.5% of the total
passengers.
Mid.taxa: High speed rail service, such as the -tilt-train- now operating in Sweden and tniag
testal by Arntmk on the New York to Washington D.C. corridor, could tn installul with initial
moderate speed 110 M.P.H. service on existing rails from Eugene, Oregon to Vancouver B.C. for
approximately $1.2 billion dollars. The Everett to Portland link can tn built by the year 2(XX). . In
addition, opening another regional airport away from Sea-Tac provides more capacity than the third
runway and more convenient ground access for those outside King County.
Long.tenn: A new stat evj-the-art airport at a large, ex-urban green grass site serving global,
freight, maintenance and transfer traffic connected to urban areas by high speed rail. The New
Denver Airport at an exurban site cost $3 billion for the largest airport in the world. Similar state-
of-the-art airports are in planning or built for Chicago, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Texas, & San Diego.

I
I
I
I
I
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THE FACTS OF SEA-TAC EXPANSION

HOW MUCH WILL rr COST?
The total cost of the third runway may reach $2-3 billion: $1.1 billion for construction with debt service;
$1.1 billion for add en's with debt service, and $4CX) million to Sl.3 billion in lost property values.

I
I

8 CONSTRUCTiON COSTS: At up to $5CX) million estimatal construction costs, the proposal third
runway at Sea'Tac will tn the most expensive runway ever built in the U.S., costing twice as much as the
next most expensive proposed runway (Orlando independeat runway 5168 million.) With debt service
over 20 years, actual construction costs could tn $1. 15 billion.

+ ADD.ON COSTS: Not included in the construction cost estimate are noc®sary addon's for the
following:

1)improved ground access 2)expanded terminal and baggage facilities
3)snoad runway mitigation (est. S225 million) 4)third runway mitigation
5)pollution cleanup and control 6) legal liabilities for airport-inducal health

damages.

These addon's have not all ben estimated, but the total could easily excwi the cost of the third runway
itself, another $5(X) million or $1.1 billion with debt service.

I
I
I
I
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8 LOST PROPERTY VALUES: Property values, especially residential, both inside and outside the
imaraliate ana of the airport will drop significantly due to noise and pollution. EcoaoaJsts utimate
those losses btwwa .4% and 1.3% per decibel dx)ve 55 LDN. Those losses to the tax base will result
in higher taxes elsewhere in the County. One economist estimates lost property values in the most
heavily impacted area alone to tn roughly $8CX) million. Property value lossu in Suttle, Medhn,
Federal Way and Tacoma outside the immediate area of the airport have not ben estim8tal but an
substantial tncauw the current 55 + LDN zone extends from the Ship Canal bridge to Cotmeacewat
Bay, an area with hundnIdS of thousands of homes. One economist estimates the losw for 100,(X)0
homes in 55 + LDN at tetween $4(X) million and $1.3 billion, the average loss to each homeowner
tntwHa $4,(XX) and $13,(XX).I

WHO PAYS THE COSTS?

+ Ninety percent of the construction costs will tn paid for by new passenger taxes (50.4%) and Port of
Seattle general revenue (4D.6%). About 8% will tn paid by the F. A. A. King County taxpayers will be
responsible for picking up the tab for shortfalls from airport revenues or passenger taxa. No revenue
nunn have twa identified for addon costs. Property value losses are paid by the property owners, and
the loss in tax base will in shiftal to the rest of King, Pierce & Snohomish County taxpayers.

I
I
I

WHAT DOES THE MONEY BUY?
The passengers and taxpayers rweive very little for their money.
# LiMTFED UTILITY RUNWAY: Despite the high cost, the proposal Sea-Tac third runway is only
a 7,(XX) ft. parallel, dependent runway. It is of limited utility banun it uses the saw air conidols md
is dependent on the operation of the other two runways. If Port of Seattle projections hold up, its
primary use will tn to reduce flight delays during bad weather at peak pedals–approximately 17% of the
time at SH-Tac.

I
I © HEAVY SUBSIDY FOR INEFFICIENF COMMUTER OPERATIONS: 42q of current Sea-Tac

capacity is consumed by just 8.Sq of the passengers–those taking commuter flights kx:81 d%tia8tions,
primarily Portland and Vancouver, B.C. Over the space of four years from 1986-1990, commuter
operations tripled to over ISO, m) operations a year , 410 flights a day. But the average passenger load
was only ten people per operation.

It nukes no sense to ask the taxpayers and other passengers to pay a grand total of $2-3 Billion in
order to subsidize 410 commuter flights a day for two or three airlines serving less than ten percent of the

I
I
I
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total lnssea8ers. Commuter convenience could easily be send by half as many operatiotu with ax)re
efficiency per operation or by high spa rail. Very small raluctions h the number of coaunuter
p'qseagers oa inefficient flights prcxluces huge changes in the demand for runway capacity at Sea-Tac.
Economists aBIn that much of the inefficient commuter operation is caused by uabushess-like pricing
and marketing policies by the Port.

8 SMALL ADDITIONAL CAPACFFY: According to Flight Plan, the Sea-Tac third runway adds

only IO million additional annual passenger capacity. Ralucing future demand for flight operations
capacity by as little as 15% would reduce aaticipatal delays to blow four minutes on average well bto
the next century.

I
I

© AN INADEQUATE AIRIK)RT: Sea-Tac is too small and in the wrong lwation to serve as the
major airport of the 21st century.
Size: Sea-Tac is one of the smallest major airports in the country, just 26(X) acres with inadequate clur
zones and no buffer area. 1901 in operations, Sea'Tac is not in the top ICX) airports nationally in terms of
size. Rifle, Colorado has a larger airfield.
Toc8tion: Sea-Tac is in the worst possible location for a rmjor jet airport. It occupies a hilly wetland
requiring huge amounts of expensive fill to create flat runway area (17,786,6(X) cu. yards-1,778,660
truckloads for the third runway alone.) Further expansion is even more diffScult. It is tightly heIMed h
by dense populations. 67,m people live in the 65 + DNL high noise impact area alone. Flight lina
tnyoad 65 + DNL extend over the densest residential population conidon in the entire state. Jets
approach and takeoff over most of the major hospitals and two large universities.
New Aircraft Technology: Much of the global air traffic in the next century is going to tB carrial oa
the 6CXF8(X) passenger superjumtx)s, superfreigbters, and hypersoaic ainnft now under design.
However, the special fuels used by these aircraft as well as the additional noise, air pollution, and toxic
wastes generated by their large engines are unsuitul to old, obsolewent urban airports like Sea.Tac.

I
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WILL EXPANSION BENEFrr THE LOCAL ECONOMY?
@ FEW JOBS: Studies show that airports are poor generators of jobs and that the bulk of the jobs an
low wage and/or temporary. Additional runways create even fewer jobs than new airports. Incnasbg
noise pollution causes job lossa because those who can afford it to leave the area ralucing their custom
with hal businesses. Economists criticize the Flight Plan jobs analysis, pointing out that:

1) it counts jobs created twice.
2) it miscalculates net job tnaefits.
3) it does not estimate job losses.

4) it does not distinguish high wage from low wage jobs.
5) it does not distinguish tntwoea new jobs and old jobs.

I
I
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8 OTHER COSTS & BENEFrFS N(Yr KNOWN: A recent study concludes that neither significant
delays nor outright capacity caps have any measurable effect on In81 %onomies. Certain businuses,
such as the film industry or tourist businesses catering to vacationers suffer from noise pollution.
Economists criticize the Flight Plan analysis of noaomic tnaefits on several points:

1) it has no study at all of property value or tax base loss®.
2) it don not calculate business lossa or losses from people leaving the area to escape noise.
3) it overstates the uonomic impact of delays (and very likely ovenstimates pndictal delays.)
4) it contains no estimates of costs of health and swial impacts.
5) it contains no estimates of costs of ground access or pollution controls called for in the plan.
6) it contradicts other st8tewnts in the EIS.
7) it gives no value to the quality of life for residents near the airport, in City of Seattle, Federal

Way, Modha, Bellevue, IssaqudI ald Tacoma–all of whom live in areas where Sea'Tac jet noise is
sufficient to create sleep disorders.

8) it overstates the tnnefits for international traffic (2 % of total traffic.)
Economists agree that the data in the Flight Plan analysis is n faulty and inadequate that no cost vs.

bene6t uralysis cur be done. Costs may very well outweigh the benefits.

I
I
I
I
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WHAT IS THE LIABErrY PROBLEM?
In the 1980's serious study was tngun on the affects of airport noise and air pollution on buwn

populations. Despite the lwatioa of both Sea-Tac and Paine Field in the middle of densely populatal
areas, the rwults of these studies were completely overlooked by the Flight Plan analyses. The prognosis
for dId urban airports is not g(xxI. The initial results show an enormous number of very serious health
effects from noise, air, and toxic pollutants.

I NOISE: Studies agsociate airport noise with the following health disorders:
Raluwl birthweights
Premature births
Possible birth defects

Increased use of tranquilizers & sedatives
Hypertension, high cholesterol, high blocH pressure
Heart diseaqe
Stomach and duodenal ulcers
Alcoholism & cirrhosis of the liver

Sleep disorders and REM sleep disorders
Mental disorders & high rates commitrnent to mental institutions

I
I
I
I
I
I

Although Flight Plan doesn't study more than the 65 + DNL ana, other epidemiological studies show
sharp increases in hypertension and mental disorders at 55 + DNL. The 65 + DNL standard was adopted
without any scientific basis, and its appropriateness is under fire nationwide. The effects are not dIor.
One study showed that antacid prescriptions for ulcers nearly doubled in one community after the
building of an additional runway. Another found a ICX)% increase in the rate of cirrhosis of the liver
relatal to alcoholism around a large international airport. Doctors conclude that airport communities are
unsafe for pregnant women.

The change to Stage III (quieter) aircraft will have little effect, esp@idly in the presence of increasing
flights. The difference tntwea Stage II and Stage III aircraft is tntween 3 duitnls for bush-kind planes
and 7 decibels for new planes. Some 747's are already Stage III and are noisier on landing than some
Stage II's on take off. Studies show that 10 decibel reductions are required for people on the ground to
har the difference, especially in high-noise neightx>th(xxls. There is little evidence that the change to
Stage III will significantly reduce the noise burden on those in the 55+DNL zone or improve health
problems, especially with predicted increases in operations.

I
I

AIR POLLUFION: Airports are a major source of air pollution: carbon monoxide, particulates,
sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxide, hydrocarbons, tBnzeae, ozone, and lead. Assmiated health effects
include:
Asthan
Emphysema
Allergiu and sinus disotders
Heart disease

Cancer

I
I

Mental retardation

Kidney disorders
Miscarriage & still birth
Leukemia

Respiratory illness

I 1:hue pollutants are concentrated in airport communities. For example, the proposed WAC standard
for tnaane, a known carcinogen assmiated with leukemia, is .(B3 parts per trillion. The State
Department of Ecology estimates that Sea-Tac airport communities experience concentrations of 24,m
parts per trillion at times, 381,m times the acceptable standard. Studies measuring the concentrations
of air pollutants around Sea.Tac have not yet begun. Long-term cancer studies in airport communities
have just tngua at Hadfield Airport in Clayton County, Georgia when the lung cancer rate is twice
norwl. The results of measurements and additional studies will tH available in the next decade with the

strong likelih(x>d that anecdotal evidence of high rates of respiratory disease and cancer in airport
communities will & confirmed.

I
I
I
I
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IFlight Plan avoids the issue by failing to discuss impacts tntwwa now and the year 2020. The

metbals of musudng noise and drawing noise maps-indeed, the 65 DNL standard itself-are under hot
dispute nationwide. Failure to measure the concentrations of air pollution in airport communities is aIn
under attack. (The Hadfield study is being supervised by a grand jury.) The most likely outcome of tHs
situation is lawsuits holding airport operators liable for damages from their pollution. Airports that have
ben shwhoraul into existing dean communities, like Sea.Tac, are highly exposed. Although R.C. A. A.
does not adv mate closing Sea'Tac, policy makers should tn aware that Sea-Tac may very well tn facal
with liability problems ih the next da:ade. Response may eventually require severely curtailia8 Sea.Tac
operations and much more extensive mitigation than the small programs currently proposed.

I
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WHAT ARE TIDE ALTERNATIVES?

8 SHORT TO Mn).TERM: Dcmarul management and peak<lemand pricing would tn an especially
effective near to mid- term alternative at Sea-Tac tnuuw 42 % of the current capacity is coasuand by
just 8.5% of the passengers on short hop commuter flights, primarily to Portland and Vancouver B.C.
With 410 flights a day (150,(XX) per year) avenging just ten passengers per flight, excellent sewiw could
still be providal with half those flights at just 20 passengers per flight. One study by the F. A. A., the
Port and the airlines shows that a reduction of just 15% of future dewnd would reduce estimatal delays
below four aarutes well into the next century, leaving plenty of time to develop broader intenrxxlal
solutions to long-term airport needs. I

I
© MID-TERM: A rnent study by the Washington State High Speed Rail Commission showed that high
speed rail service along the existing 1-5 rail corridor would provide efficient downtown-to<lowntown
service as well as connecting to future airport sites. Existing technology, such as the Swedish built -tilt-
tr8h- now tHing testa] by Amtrak on the New York to Washington D.C. corridor, could provide this
service on existing rail lines. Initial moderate 110 M.P.H. speeds could tn installed from Eugene,
Oregoa to Vancouver, B.C. for an estimated $1.2 billion dollars. Similar service connecting Eastern and
Western Washington could be providal on existing rails. All aiditional regIonal airport outside of King
County would provide more capacity than a third dependent runway at Sea-Tac.

I
I

• LON(rTERM: it is clear that soawtime in the next century, the State of Washington will need a new
stat caf-the-an airport at a large ex-urban green grass site. It should have plenty of room for expansion,
be capable of handling a variety of new aircraft, tn well<oanectal to the entire state, and in able to
serve global, freight, maintenance and transfer traffic. It can tn connected to urban areas by high spa
rail. The New Denver airport, the largest airport in the world, cost 52.95 billion dollars total including
5 independent, multi<lirectioaal runways (5380 million), terminal facilities, a 53 sq. mile site, rma for
seven more runways, md a high spa rail connection. Similar large, exurban airports are in planning or
built for Atlanta, MhIe8polis, C'hicago, Texas, and San Diego. Setting aside a large, ex'urban 8rna
grass airport site with two runways and room for expansion could cost the same or less than the total
costs of a thrd runway at Sa-Tac. G(x)d sites exist in Southwest, Central and Eastern Washington.

I
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How Much Noise Does Each Plane Make?

80 decibels single event (SELbenough noise to wake a person up inside with the windows closed and
REM sleep disturbances among those not waked up.

85 decibels SEL-enough noise to interrupt phone conversations, classes, meetings etc.
100+ decibels SEL-toxic levels of noise pollution linked with hearing loss, heart disease, increased
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e PORT QF SEATTLE
08/02/91

FLIGHT TRACK SAMPLE
09: 00 - 22: 00 ARRIVALS /DEPARTURESAIRPORT: SEA

ID: ALL FLIGHTS
A/C: JETS
SCALE: 0.28125 IN u 6000 FT REMARKS: NORTH FLOW
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255 , 000-355 , 000 per year
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If Sea Tac expands :

488 , 000 -600 , 000 ( est ) per year
1337..1644 per day
56 -69 per hour
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FInal

Table IG

Stage: Length: % of Depalture8:

Stage 1 Uss than SOO alIIes 52.52o4

Stage II 501 . 1.000 mIles 24.47o4

Stage in

Stage IV

1.OOI . 1,500 nIles 9.9396

11.05o4

0.610/6

1.501 - 2.500 mIles

Stage V 2.501 . 3.500 miles

Stage VI

Stage VII

Total

3.50 1 . 4.500 mIles 0.0 aA

1.42o4

100.00%

4.50 1 miles or greater

source: OfBclal AIrIInes GuIde

WIlly wu 8fty two peruart of the total departures at the aIrport Involved fIIghts of less

sarvIce to
WItS andthan SOO aUld: l:hue fIIghts an 8naaDy the aIr

duUnations such agPodhIId, Spokaxr& B

Stage II stage largth accounts for 24.5% of all departures
San Francisco, Salt lake CIty, Reno and Los Angeles. etc.

PhoenIx and Minnapolis

taxI/commuter
Eugen&

aIr carTIer

Yaklllla and BelIIngham, etc
Including those to

BoIse, Pasco.

lengths Include departures to Anchorage. Denver,
lengths cover DetroIt, Chiugo, New York and WashIngton.D.C.

Stage IV
Stage III

Stage VII
Of specIal Interest is the

These include non'stop servIce to Hong Kong, Tokyo, London. and Seoul.
extended route alaeages wIth InternatIonal destinations.

&nwHa!%aQa

Runway utIIIzatIon is another Important factor in modeling noise contours. A combtna-
tion of weathu informatIon. banc aon and statistical data was used to detennlne run-
way utiIIzatIon for both a north/south flow, and an east/west runway use spIIt. Of
partIcular Importance is the understand BIg that all runways are used to a certaIn degree
for most types of operations. Both the ast and west runways are used for both anI%ls

In fact. during good weather condiUons. vIsual aRt%Is are routinely
conducted to tx>th runways.
and departures,

Runway utlUzaUon can also be associated wIth the pucentage of HIne that aIr traffIc
actIvItIes occurred in eIther a north or south flow conagwatlon. When the airport open
ates in a north flow conBguration. arTMng and departIng bafnc use RunwaYS 341' and

+ +

aIHI
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OURCE: OF

TABLE 4.11
TOP 100 AIRPORTS

IN RANK ORDER BY TOTAL EXPLAXED PASSENGERS
LARGE SCHEDL'LED CERTIFICATED AIR C.+RRIERS
SCHEDULED AND XOXSCHEDL'LED OPERATIONS

1989

O

qi

Rank Tot4' :nDlanea
D8ssengets

2,1 32,737

2.e83.1 23

2.030.847

2.c22.zee

1.B71.e 34

1.800.078

1 .872.462
1662.389

1.629.990

1.540265
1.525.8&4

1 .440.936
1.358.6&4

1.340.587
1.31 B.U
1.310.931
1.207.895

1271.958
q .249.258

1 .1 58.457

1 ,140.438

1.008.752
888.Bl 4

08&227

852.208
UT.323
810288
884.484

838.447

828.853
784.430

726.eu
688.r 84
661.768
He.088
627.500
l\:84,:•:eII

tIll,:'!dr
RW.anu
bOB nUI

ShIn. 1\\ I

592.6 B 7

534.045
534.499
498.CaB

493.428

487.089
481.896

443.854
ul .677

4-33
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AREA AVAILABLE FOR LANDSIDE AND TERhmvAL EXPANSION
AT VARIOUS AnRPORTS

Airport
1990
Passengers

A=•a AvaIlable For
Land8ld8 raellltie8+

I
I
I
I

Ontario, CA

Oakland

san DIego

)+ Sea-Tac

Houston

Orlando

las Vegas

Phoenix

Mlani

Kennedy (N,

San Francisco

Ins Angeles

Atlanta

Dallas/Ft, Worth

O ’ Hare

5, 340 , 000

5, 442 , 000

10 , 976, 000

15l726l000

16 , 254 , OOO

17 , 368 , 000

18 f 602 f 000

21, 754 , 000

24 , 384 , 000

28l902l000

29l388 / 000

44 , 554l000

48 , 540 , 000

48l540/ 000

55 , 898 , 000

670 acres

580

360

425

9 5 0+

2500

900

885

1300

2000

735

1100

1600+

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3500+

3100+

+ ”Land8ideH faciIItIes are passenger ternlnals, naintenance arreas
cargo facIIIties, parkIng, aIrport drIves and the llkee

Acreage8 gIven are th08e presently utilized by existing -landside-
facIlitIes or could be utlllzled withIn current aIrport boundarieso

Maps showing the various airports discussed are attached hereto



NOISE IMPACT PROJECTIONS

IUIH•nBUHnHHHRIB

runway by year 2010

Contour rnapping excludes runup, taxi-way
future large aircraft (600-700 pass.) noise
Impact excludes population added by
GMA urban groMh centers
Using “filtered” measurements reduces
noise by 10 DB (one half reduction)
Benefit of “stage III” over stage II exaggerated



PSATC STUDY OMISSIONS
AND MISREPRESENTATIONS „„.

System evaluation process not valid

Potential impact of advanced radar

No assurance of implernentation of additional
airpods

Governance of airport system not addressed



HEALTH IMPACT OF
PROLONGED NOISE

•
•

Promotes stress, anxiety, aggressive
behavior, increased risk of head disease and
stroke, and gastrointestinal diseases
Disrupts sleep

Pregnant mother exposure produces in
infants

– lower bIrth weIght
– prematuriW
– bIrth dehcts

Sources: D. DennIs Hansen MD.
Lee A Sanders MD., Ph.D.

. 1.



HEALTH IMPACT OF AIR
POLLUTION

e CO, particulates, nitrous oxide,

( a carcinogen) lead to:
asthrna
bronchitis

decreased lung Rrnction
– emphysema

slnus4tis
sore throat

chest congestion
runny or burning eyes

– cancer

benzene

Source: Gordon Baker M.D.
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH

PSATC (FLIGHT PLAN)
RECOMMENDATION



RECOMMENDATION NOT “TRUE”
MULTIPLE AIRPORT SYSTEM

Poor distribution of economic benefits

Less accessibility to users

Degraded livability for largest number of people

Creates increased vehicle traffic congestion

I



MULTIPLE AIRPORT SYSTEMS
COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS

Burbank
19rYo

San
FrancIsco

Los Angeles

534yo
John Wayne

110/o

Ontario
12'/oSAN FRANCISCO AREA'

Long Bbch
50/o

DATA SOURCE.PS ATC REPORT LOS ANGELES AREA



PSATC RECOMMENDATION

8586 1%

2 02

SSENGEI No.

No.
Suppl.

Sea„ Tac

85l70
Total
485,000

Total
45 Million

' Data from PSATC final report



PSATC STUDY OMISSIONS
AND MISREPRESENTATIONS

Capacity and demand projections
Economic data misrepresented

aIrport and tourist Jobs
business and tax revenues

unreliable
e

• Significant costs not included
noIse rnitigation
cItizen costs

Operational safety not included
Integration with high speed ground
transportation not included

8
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DO STAGE 3 AIRCRAFT MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Aircraft meeting Stage 3 standards but lower' aircraft noise

only an insignificant amount as shown by Graphs A, ' B, and D
attached .

Graph A: "STAGE 2 & 3 LIMITS OR TAKE OFF - shows that Stage 2
and 3 dIffer by only 3 to 4 decibels in may cases and by 7
.decIbels at rn08t. * For instance, at naximum weight, the Stage 2
limit is 108 EPNdB (Effective Perceived Noise level in decibels . )

The Stage 3 limit for aircraft with 3 engines is 104 EPNdB, just
4 decibels quieter , The Stage 3 linit for aircraft with fewer
than 3 engines is 101 EPNdB, just 7 decibels quieter, At
takeoff , with a weight of 220 , 000 pounds, the Stage 2 limit is 99
EPN cIb compared to the Stage . 3 standards of 96 EPNdB ( 3 engine )

and 93 EPNdB ( fewer than 3 ehgine, )

I
I
I
I Graph B: "STAGE 2 & 3 LIMITS 'ON SIDELINE & ' APPROACH- shows

Stage 2 and 3 standards during sideline and approach, Again , the
difference between Stage 2 and 3 for aircraft with less than
three engines is 6 or 7 decibels , The difference between Stage 2
and Stage 3 limits for aircraft with 3 engines lingers around 2

or 3 decibels , These' minor reductions of a few decibels are
amount:51 barely discernable bV the human ear and bring littlerelief

1
I

Graph C: ”COMPARISON STAGE 2 & STAGE 3- daaonstrates the
noIse variation wIthin .a group of one type of aircraft. It shows
a variety of Boeing aircraft noise measurements , each with both
Stage 2 and 3 noise measurements in NBL (Noise Exposure Level )
units . Depending on the aircraft weight and weather conditions
at the time of monitoring, a 737 Stage 2, for instance, can
register 91.9 total NBL or 94.3 total NBL. A Stage 3 747 's noise
level can range from 91.5 Total NEil to 94 , 5 Total NBL,

I
I
I
I
I
I

Graph D: ”UNMODIFIED VS , HUSRKIT- shows unarodif iea Boeing
727-200 nol8e mea8urenent8 c9Rlpared to a 727-'200 with a hush kit,
The difference between these to airctaf t stays between 2 and 4 , 5
EPNdB. The 727-200 with a Hush-Kit still exceeds Stage 3
requirements . For a 3 engine aircraft at Takeoff with 190 , 000
Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight (Ml:OGW) , Stage 3 standards are 95 , 2
EPNdB , The 72 7 -200 with a Hush'-Kit measured 97 , 7 EPNdB ,
exceeding the limit by 2 , 5 EPNdB at Takeoff and by , 9 E:'PNdB at
sideline, Because the regulations allow exceedences to total up
to 3 decibels , this is still a Stage 3 conpliant aircraft ( see
Attachment A. ) While Hush Kits keep aircraft within regulations ,
the noise reduction remains essentially undetectable to human
ears

1
I
I
I

1 Brown..BuIltin 'Associates, A Refresher Course on Noise
Metrics , pg . 7 , July 15, 1992 .

Source: Lloyd, Betsy. £tu,£_Idl & III. R.C. A, A, White Paper
#4 . Nov, 1992 .
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Stage 1, 2, and 3

October 26 , 1992 I
I
I

Abstract

Recently established Stage 3 standards require lower noise
levels than previous Stage 2 standards for subsonic Turbo jets .

Federal Law requires , with certain extensions and exceptions , the
phase-out or upgrade of all Stage 2 Aircraft by December 31,
1999 . Test flights measuring noise show that Stage III aircraft
are a few decibels (dBA) quieter than Stage 2 aircraft. But , for
people on the ground, not all Stage 3 aircraft reduce noise
significantly .

I
IStage 3 rules reduce Stage 2 noise levels often by only 3 or

5 dBA and at most 7 dBA. A study by Brown-BuIltin Associates ,
Inc , show that a 3 dBA reduction, although it represents half as
much energy, is barely detectable to human ears . Rather , noise
must be reduced by 10 dBA or by 10 times the energy in order for
people to perceive significant sound reduction,

I
Depending on the weight of the aircraft and weather

conditions , Stage 3 compliant aircraft may vary significantly.
For example , the Stage 3 727--100 series may fall short of Stage 2
727--100 's noise levels by as much as 8 units or by as little as
. 02 units . In addition, not all Stage 3 aircraft are quieter
than all stage 2 aircraft. For instance, many Stage 3 Boeing
747 's may exceed noise levels of Stage 2 737 ' so

I
I
I
I
I
I

Modifying old aircraft to be Stage 3 compliant can be <:lone
by two processes : " hush ki ts " or re-engi ning , Because
modifications offer a cheaper option than buying new aircraft for
airlines in a time of severe economic losses , modified aircraft
may be a significant percentage of future aircraft . While
modifications adapt aircraft to meet Stage 3 regulations ,
reductions are rninirnal and as a result , noise reductions may be
undetectable to huatan ears

I
I
I



Graph B
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Graph a

Stage 2 & 3 Limits on Takeo#

1

1
1

1
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Graph D

Diff.2.3

100

Diff .4.1

102.1

Diff .2.35

100.2

t8ge 2

t8ge 3

EPNdb

TAKEOFF SIDELINE APPROACH
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T Lr

Stage 2 Coi„!'lerclal Turbolet o L+

B727-100-JT8D .-7
B737-JT8D--17
B747-100/JT9DTD
DC-850 DC--8-50/JT3D-3
DC-9-'10/JT8D-7
B727-'.200-JT8 D-7

98823
94929
97.86
99 @ 61
92.77

1, 00941

Average NBL 97 @ 18

Stage 3 Counercia1 Turbojet Total NEt,

I B737–300/CFM5 6–3–BI
B747''-100QN/JT9DFL
B747-200B/JT9D'''7Q
B727 FEDEX HaSXRiTB727
DC-8'''70/CFM5 6 -2
L-l011'-500/RB2 11''524
B727RB VALSAN B727RE

85.96
92.63

I
I
I
I
I

94650
9882 1
88 e 71
92 @ 04
90e92

'6
7

Average NBL I

Difference 4 , 35

+Noise Exposure Level; a measurenent calculated by plugging four
Single Event Level noise measurements into a formula as described
in STIA Noise Budget Program

I
I
I
I

8l:
82790.DM4 , January 1991

NoiSe Budget , Document #10-B

12
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Comments on NoIse Aspects of the
RegIonal AIrport System Plan

(Executive Summary)

I
I

by
James D. Chalupnfk

Hubs of air transportation are also the focal point of IX)tent noise pollution which tx)mbar(is tIe
nsi(i'nts near the hub and makes life miserable for thou who must live near tIe hub.

I If you wanted to cause the most inconvenience, annoyance, aggravation, arxl suffering for tIn most

p’opIe in a meUopolitan area, you could rut pick a more suitable arrangement than has txen
chosen for the alignment of the runways at Seattle-Tacoma Intemational AirEX)rt.I

I
I
I
I

We should be looking for means of solving tIn problem that has hen caused by this bItln&r while

we are planning for tIn future of our community.

Land un policies of communities in the state should tx consi&led whal duisions are mack which
aaect dn noise environment of that community.

In evaluating the impact from a proposed action by an olnrator, such as Seattle-Tacoma

International Airport, the state standards for noise control must tx taken into consideration. The

maxiluulu IBnnissible level in residential zones during the day is 55 dBA, and this level is reduced

to 45 dBA tntween the hours of 10:(X) pm and 7:(X) am. Aircraft OFnrating from Seattle-Tacoma

International Airport exceed these limits tx)th day and night, and they exceed these permissible

levels by many tens of (kcitxls.

There is consi(krable abate going on at the present time regarding an suitability of the Ldl metric
for rating noises like aircraft noise that intrude into a lerson's private spaces.I

I
The Day-Night Noise Level is an amdIB metric that was contrived for On purpose of comparing

sinri]ar rnise environlnents. It is seriously defective wInn it is uud to compare environments in

which tIn rniw level is subject to large variations, such as occur around Seattle-Tacoma

International Aiqnrt where the maximum noise levels aDm aircraft landing and taking off are as

much as 70 dB ah)ve the ambient level and 1(X) dB atx)ve the threshold of hearing.I
I
I
I
I

For noises such as aircraft noise, each event is an affront to the individual who is required to

endure dnse insults. As the numtnr of events are increased, the impact is increased proportionally.

If the numtnr of olnrations at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport is irEnased by 1(X),(IX) a

year, then the affected lnpulation will tx impacted 1(X),(XX) times more each year.

The use of the SEL level is an innovative idea, but tIe way in which this metric is uml in On

Regional Ai4nrt System Plan is inaccurate and misleading. For noises such as aircraft noise, each

event is an afflont to the individual wIn is required to erxiure these insults.

The Integrated Noise Mo(bl, INM, is a mathematical model which does not corui ar On

tolx)graphical features, meteorological corxlitions, or optional actions taken by On pilot Brat can



I
I
I
I
I

Regional Airport System Plan
Noise Comments (Executive Summary)

Page 2

cause tIe mo(bl to give results that are significantly different from measurements mark for aircraft

under actual corxbtions in a given location. Tk impact is seriously misrepresented when tIn

existing corxhtions are ignored, adding injury to insult

In general, the fleet mix of tIn airlines is moving from smaller Stage 2 toward higher capacity,

larger, heavier Stage 3 aircraft that may tn more noisy than the smaller Stage 2 airplanes that they
replace.

TIn Port of Seattle has undertaken an extensive program involving tIe purchaw of certain

nsicbntial properties within the Ldl 75 contour alxI the insulation of some of the homes within On

Ldl 65 contour. This insulation program is controversial, expensive, and of questionable vdue.

Residential homes are palticulady difficult to insulate against this tyln ofnoie, ala tIe tx)me

insulation program does little to keep out these rnises. Insulation does not provide protection for
those engaged in outdoor activities.

I
I
I
I

It is proF)sed that a new air transportation hub tn developed in the Puget Sound basin and it is

suggested that in evaluating the location of the new facility, we must:

1. Plume and evaluate additional options that direct aircraft over less populated areas rather

than fbnneHng air traffic up and down the most densely IDpulated areas in the Puget

Sound basin in evaluating these options, the analysis should inclu& the impact on aH of

the Puget Sound basin and not tx limited to the impact within On Ldl 65 contour.

I
I

2. Relate the impact of tIn proF)sed action to existing Washington State aId King County

IX)ise axle or ordinance. In particular, evaluate the proposed action on the basis of how

many people will tx exlx)sed to how many overflights of a magnitude to create speech aId
sleep interference.

3. 1X-emphasize the use of the Day-Night Noise Level as a metric for evduadng dn noiw

from flight olnrations at Seattle-Tacoma Intemational Airport This metric averages

IX)ins over an unrealistic time frame and distons the impact of increased ol,erations at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

I
I
I

4. Verify that the levels predicted by the Integrated Noise Model are accurate duough a

program of noise monitoring in the communities most heavily impacted by operadoru at
Seattle-Tacoma Intemational Airport.

5. Ad)pt an awa)ach to evaluating the noise impact on areas surrounding dIe pIDl,Dsed

ngional hub aiqx)it and Seattle.Tacoma Intemational Airport in wtUch dn nuntxr of

overflights is dinctly a£kinssed
I
I
I
I
I
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I Noise From Sea-Tac Airport:
Adverse Effects on the Health of Puget Sound Citizens

I "If one wanted to orIent an airport so that it would create the
ma)dmum noise impact on the Puget Sound Basin, they would
line it up exactly the way it is oriented today. The runways are
lined up so that airplanes must fly over Seattle to the north and
the cities of Sea-Tac, Des Moines, Federal Way, Tacoma and
Auburn to the south."

I
I
I
I
I
I

James D. C:hulupnik
Ptufessor of Mechanical Engineering U. W.

How is Noise hun Sea-Tac Affecting the Health of nrglet Sand Citizens?

Noise influences the following skills and functions via the autonomic
netvous system:

• Perception
• Motor Skills
• Cognitive Skills
• Behavior
•Glandular Function
• Cardiovascular Function
• Gastrointestinal Function

I
I
I
I
I
I

(-'’onstant exposure to noise pollution leads to:

• Increased use of tranquilizers
• Increased rate of alcoholism
• Reduced bRthwei8hts, higher rate of preterm labor and births
• Increased rates of hypertension, blood cholesterol, and blood glucose
• Disruption of sleep patterns leading to fatigue, lethargy, anHety, and delayed
reaction time.

AirFxxt Noise Affects tIe Catdkwasadar System

,&rport noise produces hypertension, a major cause of heart disease and
stroke.

I
I
I

• Elderly and school children exposed to aircraft noise have been observed
to develop hypertension.

• Increased blood cholesterol and glucose levels often occur as a result of
airport noise.

• Further, prescriptions for blood pressure medicine are higher near
airports.
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AirFntt Noise Affects the Gastrointesthlal System

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports a 5-fold increase in
stomach ulcers in noisy environments.

Airpott Noise Affects Out aladen's Ability to learn
\

65 Ldn is considered a significantly noise impacted area.
Twenty-three Puget Sound schools are in this 65 Ian contour.

Studies find that reading and math scores are lower in school classrooms
impacted by airport noise. Even simple problett\-solving skills are negatively
affected when airport noise is present. Further, many students live in homes
impacted by aircraft noise. They arrive at school tired and inattentive from
sleep disturbance and are expected to listen and concentrate in classrooms
where noise levels significantly interfere with noise education.

At 60 dBA noise interferes with classroorn speech and communication. In
1992, 85 dBA was found inside of Highline School District classrooms. This
amount of noise is similar to starting a gas lawnmower evety two to three
minutes in the classroom.

Airpott Noi: Affecting Untx>rn Children

Studies of noise exposed animals find a decrease in fertility rates and an
increase in birth defects, including cleft palate, spina bifida, and anencephaly.
Similar birth defect trends are found in humans. In addition, airport noise
results in decreased birthweights, preterm labor, and prernatun births.

Third Runway WU Intensify Existing Noise lzvels Increasing Health Risks

The Port Of Seattle says noise impact will decrease 50% by the year aOOO with
the addition of the third runway. A 50% reduction in noise equates to a mere
3-4 decibel difference. A difference of 3-4 decibels is barely even detectable to
the human ear. Further, even thougr 62% of eHsting airplane fleet is now
the quieter Stage III aircraft, there have never been more ainraft noise
complaints from more places in our region.

The proposed third runway would bring in icD,cm more flights per year. To
say that tOO,OCD more flights per year to the same area will decrease noise
defies logic. Common sense tells us that a third runway will intensify
existing noise and air pollutIon. History tells us that it is unlikely the Port
will do anything to significantly mitigate the number of people impacted by
this noise and air pollution. Economists tell us that it is unlikely the
economic benefits will outweigh the new runway"'s construction costs. If the
cost of health care necessaly to treat those affected by airpott noise and air
pollution is taken into consideration, the costs will surely outweigh the
benefits.

Source Information Available L=Inn Neque:#
12(b} 824 3120
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Noise is a non--specific biologic stressor, eliciting a
response that . prepares the body for "fight or flight" , By
means of the autononic nervous systen, noise can influence
perceptual, notor, cognitive, behavIoral, glandular,
cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal functione Noise
pronotes stress and anxiety, disrupts sleep and is a najor
threat to hunan health e

Studies have shown a narked increase in the use of
tranquilizers and sedatives by residents around jet airports
, and an increase in the rate of alcohollsn and its
associated nedical problens. Many studies have shown an
increased nuraber of psychiatric adnissions frcin noise-
inI>acted neighborhoods around jet airports.

Hypertension has been produced experinentally in humans and
in aninals after exposure to only noderate noise.
Hypertension has also been denonstrated in school children
under a jet flight path. Prescriptions for antihypertenslve
nedications have been observed to double in communities
after building of a new jet runway, Noise has also been
shown to elevate blood cholesterol and blood sugar levels,
both of which are associated with heart disease and stroke.
The public health inplicatlions of these findings in a noise-
exposed, urban population are enornous, One large study of
noise-inF>acted people near the Ansterdan Airport found an
increase in the use of cardiovascular drugs, and an increase
in the incidence of heart disease. A 158 Increase in the
incidence of stroke has been reported near the L, A,
International Airport conpared to quieter connunities.

I
I
I
I
I Heavily noise-impacted areas around jet airports are

probably unsafe for pregnant women, Several studies have
shown reduced birth weights and a higher rate of prenature
births in airport connunities . Low birth weight is a known
narker for reduced infant survival. Experimental studies
have docunented lower fertility rates and an increase in
birth defects in noise exposed aninals. One study has found
an increase in the rates of neural tube defects (spina
bifida and anencephaly) in children born to women living
under the flight path of a large international airport.

I
I
I
I
I
I

The Environmental Protection Agency has reported that
people working in noisy areas have five tines as naIly
stonach and duodenal ulcers as the general populatIon.
Prescriptions for antacids, connonly used to treat ulcers
and related acid peptic problens, nearly doubled in a
connunity after the building of a new jet runway
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Experts have also clained that loud and disturbing noises
trigger changes in circulating hornones and nay lower
resistance to disease and infect:tone I

I
I
I
I

Several Highline schools (UP to 6000 students) are located
in heavily noise-'tupac:ted areas. Sound neasurenents done in
schools in the Highline district in 1992 recorded levels of
85 dBA in the classroonse Noise levels outside the schools
reached IOO dBA. Noise begins to interfere with speech and
learning when it exceeds 60 dBA, StudIes have shown that
students in noisy classroous are nore likely to read at
least one year below grade level conpared to students in
quiet classroons and that children in schools exposed to
airport noise were nore likely to give up on a task, and
less likely to succeed at staple problen solvIng conpared to
students in quiet schools. These effects are nost narked in
students who have attended the noisy school the longest,
In the Highline School District, it was fouHd that students
in the noisiest schools do significantly worse on standard
nathematics tests when conpared to students studying in
quieter schools. Highline School District M. A.T. scores
have fallen from anon9 the best in the state to the thIrd
lowest in the state conconitantly with the growth of jet
aircraft traffic at Sea•'Tac aIrport, Many students live in
homes impacted by aircraft noise. They arrive at school
tired and inattentive f ron sleep disturbance and are
expected to listen and concentrate in class roons where
noIse levels significantly interfere with their education.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Disturbance of sleep is probably the nest widespread source
of distress caused by noise, According to one sleep study,
IOt of people living 19 kiloneters tron Kennedy Airport
reported difficulty sleeping conpared with 608 of those
within 6 kilometers of the airport. Falling asleep takes
considerably longer with peak levels of GO dBA and anbient
levels of SO dBA. Forty to 50 dBA are capable of changing
the stage of sleep without producing conplete awakening,
The threshold for conplete awakening is variable, but
violently fluctuating noise such as aircraft noise, is the
worst. Conplete awakening can be seen with an increase of
only 10 dBA over baseline. SInce deep and REM sleep are
physiologically inport;ant, sleep inpairnent jg nost
certainly danaging, Disruptions of sleep lead to synptons
of fatigue, lethargy, decreased efficiency, anxiety, and
desire to be left alone. Research supports the
recommendation that night tille noise levels not exceed 35
dBA. 1,dn 55 fron aircraft noise is equivalent to 50 daily
episodes of aircraft noise with a peak level of 81 dBAe At
Dallas Fort Worth airport, Ian 55 is not reached until 6
niles from the end of the runway e

I
I
I
I
I

The Seattle Tacoma International Airport Air PollutIon
Contribution Study of May, 1991 (generated bY the WashingTon
state Department of Ecology) identified the airport as being

2
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potentially a major contributor of air pollutants to South
King County. The worst case scenarios produced estimates of
carbon monoxide, fine particulates, nitrous oxide and
benzene far in excess of recognized safe levels. Since the
bulk of the emissions probably occurs on airport property or
within its immediate vicinity, the concentration of various
pollutants is expected to be far higher than in other parts
of the County. The health effects of releasing these
pollutants and particulates in high concentration would be
expected to lead to increased incidence of asthma and other
respiratory diseases, and quite probably cancer since
benzene is a known carcinogen. In spite of the significant
concerns raised by the 1991 Department of Ecology Study,
the Port of Seattle currently "has no data" regarding its
emission levels .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The weight of scientific evidence overwhelmingly supports
the conclusion that airports are harmful to the health of
people in surrounding communities . The health problems
related to airport proximity are greatly compounded at Sea-"'
Tac due to its relatively small size. Compared to most
other airports with similar freight and passenger traffic,
Sea---Tac has only one'-fifth the land area. Put simply,
citizens around Sea'-"'Tac are more likely to have airport'-'
related health problems because the airport has an
inadequate clear zone. The decision to place Sea'-'Tac
airport at its current location was made in the 1940 's when
only relatively quiet propeller aircraft were in use.
Airport planners of that era did not design a site with
noisy jet aircraft in mind. Meanwhile, thirty""f ive years of
ineffective land use planning in south King County has
resulted in the Sea'-Tac area becoming densely populated
with hOlIIes, apartments, condominiuns, churches and schools.
Expanding Sea–Tac Airport at its current location, without
regard for existing population densities , and without
planning for the expected noise levels from more and larger
jets, (including the proposed super jumbo jets likely to
arrive in the next decade) , will cause serious health
problems for the surrounding community. Sea-Tac Airport has
already outgrown its site. A much larger airport will be
needed in the next century, and it should not be located in
a densely populated urban area such as south King County

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Sea–Tac Airport: Effect on the
Environment

Sea-Tac airport already ernits high levels of toHc air pollutants into the
environment. The addition of a third runway would increase these already
harmful levels and the severity of the impact. Consequently, the health of
citizens in the Puget Sound Region is affected.

I
I

Sea-Tac AirlDrtls CbntrRwtion to Air PoRutial

Sea-Tac Airport presently contributes 6,550.70 metric tons of severely toHc air
pollutants to Southwestern King County. Included in these dangerous toMe
pollutants are carbon monoHde, nitrogen oHde, hydrocarbon emissions,
sulfur oHde (acid rain), particulates, and benzene.I

I
I

How Do Then Air Pollutants Affect your Health?

Toxic air pollution affects the upper resp#atoty system which can lead to
chronic bronchitis, chronic lung diseases, and netvous system disorders.
Below is a list of how each of the specific toHc pollutants emitted from
operations at Sea-Tac Airport affect your health.I

I
I
I
1

Sea-Tac Airport Emits 3,050 Metric Tons of Carbon Monadde.

Calm can be deadly in high enough concentrations. Carbon
monoHde binds to the hemodobin in the bloodstnam and replaces the
oxygen molecules. This causes a lack of oxygen which has been found to
cause heart difficulties in people with chronic diseases. It also reduces
capacity, a89ravates arteriosclerosis, and impairs mental abilities.

Sea-Tac Airport Emits 1,950 Metric Tars of Nitrogen OHdes.

I
I
I

NitrogenDHdHcontTibute to acid deposition and inaease the incidence of
chronic bronchitis. They also cause lung ildtations, ciliary paralysis,
bronchitis, pneumonia and exacerbate influenza by impairing the body's
irnrnurte system.
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Sea-Tac AjrFDrt Ernits 1,3CX) Metric Tons of HydrocartDn EmissMls

HyJiax,all)Qns are highly irritating to the mucous membrane and
contribute to upper respiratory distress.

Sea-Tac Airport Emits 175 Metric Tons of Sulfur Oxide (Add Rah).

become acidic by reacting with moisture in the
atmosphere. Our respiratoty system attempts to filter the acid out but
becomes damaged in the process. The acid and other inorganic sulfates
penetrate the mucous lining irritate the bronchial mucous and damage the
cilia. This initiates bronchitis and produces asthma. Asthma decreases the
respiratory function at both the acute and chronic levels. Heart disease may
be aggravated as well.

I
I
I
I

Sea-Tac AirFx>It Ernits 68 Metric Tons of Patiarlatu

Ealtia,llates, both total suspended particulates and particulate matter,
aggravate chronic diseases and heart and lung disease symptoms. Particulates
also transport to>dc elements such as lead, cadmium, antimony, arseniG,
nickel, vinyl chloride, asbestos, and benzene compounds to the respiratory,
digestive and lymphatic systems.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Sea-Tac Airports Emit 12.7 Metric Tons of Benzene.

is a known carcinogen that has been linked to leukemia. Due to the
long latency period between exposure to chemicals such as benzene and the
development of disease, it may not be possible to detect an increased
incidence of cancer in airport communities.

However, lack of documented increased cancer incidence does not mean it
does not exist. The average contribution of benzene at Sea-Tac airpod is
estimated to be about 24,000 parts per trillion annually. The acceptable source
impact level for new sources proposed by WAC is .063 parts per trillion.

Although Sea-Tac airport is relatively small, health problems related to
proximity to Sea-Tac are high. Citizens living around Sea-Tac airport are
more likely to experience airport-related health ptDblems because Sea-Tac
lacks an adequate clear zone surrounding its facilities. Money earmarked for
expansion of Sea-Tac airport would be better spent alleviating existing air and
noise pollution currently affecting Puget Sound dtizens.

I
I
I
I
I
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Executive Summary: The Impact of Airaaft Noise on the Education of chndren I
IHighline School Disbict

Seattle, Washington

The Highline School District is the ninth largest school district in the state of
Washington. It has the distinction of serving as the landbank surrounding Sea Tac
airport. There are several points that the district would appreciate dIe ComaUssioners
consider regarding the impact on children of the existing Sea Tac Airport and its
proposed expansion. The Highline School District is in a unique position to comment
on this because of its experience with the airport and its diligent rnorUtoring of ale
research on the impact of aircraft noise on learning.

I
I
I

Expansion keeps expanding:

I
I

The Highline School District and the Port of Seattle reached a settlement $ 3.6 million
based on a 1973 study of the impact of aircraft noise on instruction. In a 1973 study
there were on average 220 daytime nights per day. In 1992 there were an average of 808
daytirne flights every day. (1) Settlements do not settle the problem if impact continues
to expand. I

i
The programmatic Environmental Impact Statement did not address the increased
frequency of flights. This expansion of flights "just happened." The Port did no.t invite
the district to plan with it during the last twenty years to deal with this major increase
in flights over our schools. It is currently the burden of each governmental
jurisdiction to monitor the impact of major shifts in number of flyovers, loudness of
aircraft, change in landing patterns , and the like so that needs can be addressed in a
timely manner.

I
1
I
I
I

Studies show a negative impact of noise on children's general academic achievement,
including auditory discrimination, reading ability and competence in mathematics (2).
Studies by Green and Pasternack found that the percent of children reading one year
below grade level increased as the school's noise level inaeased. Why is this? Two key
reasons . include children living and learning in an environment where aircraft noise
masks the words they hear (3). These children are poor at auditory discrinUnadon.
Such children are disadvantaged when it comes to learning to read. Secondly, their
teachers have to contend with aircraft noise when they instruct. Studies show tead\ers
will not shout over airplane noise.(4) Instead they pause. When his happens tead\as
and students lose schcx>1 time. Those that do not pause report that their concentration,
their "train of thought" has been disrupted. Again, when this happens children lose
out on their education. Teachers and children are affected by airaaft noise and do not
become habituated to it. Cohen (1981) in one of the rnost carefully controlled studies
found that children do not adapt to noise over time.(5) A study of school children near
the Los Angeles airport found children who attended noisy schools showed no signs
of adaptation. They had a higher blood pressure than those from quiet schools, even if
the students actually lived in quiet neighborhoods.

I
I
I
I
I
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(6)Noise makes children harder to teach.
Noise can effect children's tolerance for frustration. Even moderate noise levels can
increase anxiety, decrease the incidence of helping behavior, and increase the risk of
hostile behavior in experimental subjects. (7)The longer the Los Angeles children had
been in a noisy environment the more distractible they were and more they exhibited
frustration and exhibited what is called in the literature a "giving up" syndrome when
asked to do cognitive tasks.(8). Students in one of our schools heavily impacted by
aircraft noise took a nationally nonned test to measure sources of school stress. They
scored high. Stress qcores were brought down into the ntedium range only after
considerable deployment of time and money for spedal interventions.

I
I
I

The problem is big:

Noise impacts many thousands of students in the Puget Sound region.
By its own report the Port dtes 23 sChools within unacceptable noise boundaries for
Sea Tac airport. (9)That represents schools in three different public school districts, and
one private school district. In Highline alone every year over 6,000 students attend
schools whose noise level is been designated unacceptable. Sound attenuating
classrooms is important but these children must go outside to play. We have not
figured a way yet to sound attenuate the playground. The way school is in the 1990's
children move around our district for special program needs. Thus, every school in the
Highline district, regardless of how far it is from the airport or what noise contour it is
in has students who live in the very noisy 70 to 75 LDN bands. Students no longer stay
in one school district. Students who lost education because of noise in the Highline
school district may be moved and need to be remediated in another school district.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Noise costs money:
One of the most expensive direct costs of noise is sound attenuating school buildings.
Sound attenuating classrooms is expensive. It costs as much a $6 a square foot. The
square feet needed for an average elementary school, middle school and high school
respectively are 60,000 80,000 and 200,000 square feet. Changing or expanding sound
contours is expensive for school districts. Since most of the Highline School District
falls within the noise shadow there is an additional problem of siting a new school in a

quiet zone. Currently remedy available for remodeling is based on LDN measures.
Studies suggest that LDN is not the appropriate measure of impact on schools.(10)
Schcx>ls in high LDN are certainly affected by noise but the educational interference
seems to be more tightly linked to their orientation to runway noise rather than LDN
measures. (11) For example, an independent study of the Highline schools found one of
the schools reported by the Port to be in the 65 LDN had more classroom interference
than schools in the 70 and 75 LDN. A study by the Department of Labor and Industries
found that the 65 LDN school had a classroom noise level of 60+ dBA when measured
during vacation to more accurately isolate airaaft noise from classroom activities. A
study conducted by the Puget Sound Educational Service District using independent
raters who observed four weeks of classroom activities and monitored the extent of

interference of airaaft noise recommends that measures using the commonly reported
dBA rating scale may mask classroom interference. They suggested that airaaft noise
be monitored on the db C scale, a scale more similar to what the human ear receives as

speech. Better measures of impact must te addressed.
Also, there is no way for jurisdiction to recover recurring costs of air conditioning,
transporting children around the airport,etc. Local patrons should not pay for recurring
costs incurred from a regiond benefit.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Health and safety costs:

There are expensive health and safety issues that must be dealt with in order to move
seven kingdomes worth of dirt over the nott three years. These are expensive in terms
on monetary impact but also in terms of the loss of health and possible lawsuits that
may result from the impact of congestion and presence of so many big earth moving
vehicles on surface streets in front of several of our schools for the next several years.
Recall that the Highline school district literally endrdes the airport. What safety
considerations will tn put in place to safeguard our youngsters as they walk back and
forth to school? We ,are largely without sidewalks. Children sharing the road with so
many earth moving trucks is going to be a very dangerous condition and most
estimates suggest that the earth removal will continue for at least three years. What
about the dirt and noise that will be aeated from this? Our schools are located on key
routes around the airport. It will be unavoidable for them not to bear the brunt of this
enormous land relocation. And, of course, who will pay for the extra aossing guards,
street repair, extra school bus runs needed because of congestion, etc. that will tn
required if the airport is to expand?

I
I
I
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ARCHDIOCESE OF SEATTLE
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October 19, 1992

Mr. Jot in C. Schuster
Principa1, Kennedy High School
140 S. 140th Street
Seat:t:1 e, Washington 98168

Dear Mr. Schuster,

I have received your letter regardIng the efforts of yourse1 f , Father
Phi1 ip D. Wallace, pastor of St. Francis of Assisi Parish, and
members of your respective conlrnunities to address the proposed
developnlent of a tllird runway at Sea. Tac Internatlona1 AIrport
fu11y support these efforts .

WIlIIe I cannot conlrllent on the particular dImensions of all the issues
ra1 sed by members of your comlnunity, the Archdiocese does have four
concerns it shares wl th you.

First, the Archdiocese fee1 s a specla1 concern for people in the
conlnIuni ty for whicll we take dIrect responsibi1 ity. I am thinkIng
here of ch11dt’en wIIO attend our schoo1 s and residents of housing
projects we have developed. You and I must speak out for their
interests.. T}ley must not be subjected unnecessarily to the noise,
dIsruption and po11ution attendant on the proposed developnlent. The
Port DistrIct nlust be a11owed to proceed only if the protection of
those people dlrectly impacted is provIded for as a matter of first
priority. it is unjust if these people are taken care of after the
fact and only after prolonged struggle.

Secondly, justice does require mitigation and fu11 compensation
for rea1 losses . Such compensation must be swift and sure. Slow and
begrudging compensatIon procedures can beeome in themse1 ves a

violatlon of tIl is respons jb{1 Ity. The record on prevIous airport
expansIons does not give much encouragement on this score.

Thirdly, we have a concern that everybody affected by this
decision be accorded their right to participate. Given the broad
Impacts of the decisions involved, we belleve that these decisions
are beyond the scope of the mandate and put)1 ic accountabillty of the
Port District. Other, more representatIve governmental InstItutions,
nlust be I'nvolved and should be the prImary declslon maker.

flna11y, the decisions nlade regardIng this project must not be
simply for the good of the cIIents of the Port District, it must: be
for the common good. This is, of course, a centra1 tenet of Catholic
socia1 teaching. On this issue, as any other, we must collectively
come to a decision whIch takes into account a11 those affected
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In this case, it is not only those who are directly Impacted or those
who dlrectly benefit from the planned action. It is a11 of us in this
state who Rlay benefit from a transportatIon development program
which prot:ec:ts our environment and secures for us, espec{a11y those
most in need, the economIc goods poss{ble from a wlsely planned
sys tem

I would appreciate it if you would convey
yours to the Port DIstrict at its hearing

my concerns alonq
on October 20

wi th

I
I
I

st ,

Thomas J. Murphy
Arcllbistlop of Seattle

I
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John F. Kennedy MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
140 SOUTH 140th, SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98168'3496
246.0500

October 20, 1992

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. SCHUSTER, PRINCIPAL OF JOHN F. KENNEDY MEMORIAL HIGH
SCHOOL CONTINUED

As for my concerns, I have been a hlgh school teacher and adminlstrator for 25
years. ThIs is my 16tIh year as a hIgh schoo1 principa1. 1 love my job
because in spIte of what you might read about teenagers, the vast majority are
respons{ble, carIng and talented young men and women. They are our future and
from where I stand, the future is bright.

Governmenta11y, however, we sometimes throw up roadblocks that make teaching
them more dlfflcult than is necessary. The proposed runway at Sea-Tac w111
make it more d{ffjcult because of Increased noise , pollut Ion and d1 sruptlon of
neighborhoods .

Presently, Kennedy, H{ghlin8, Tyee, Foster, Seattle ChrIstian, and Mount
RaInIer HIgh Schools are d{rectly impacted by alrport noIse along wlth
numerous elementary schools and junior hIghs, both publlc and prIvate. I do
not thInk that the pl8n before you today w111 be adequate for the future of
atr transportatIon in our area. Why not accept that fact and make a declslon
to bu11d an addlt{ona1 aIrport away from populated areas. Connect it to
Seattle with high speed ra11 service. Demonstrate to our young people and the
Hlghllne communIty that you are concerned about thelr future as much as you
are about the future of al r transportation

t„O-Tell
Prlnclpa1

Schuster
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How does air pollution contribute to our health problems?

# Carbc::,n monoxide in high enough concentrations can kill
In fact it is responsible for many deaths . Carbon monoxide binds
to the hernoglc>bin in the bloodstream and replaces the oxygen
molecules . This causes a lack of oxygen which has been found to
cause heart difficulties in people with chronic diseases , reduce
lung capacitY and aggravate arteriosclerosis , as well as impair
mental abilities .

I
I

k Particulates , both total suspended particulates ( TSP)
and particulate matter ( PMr o ) aggravate chronic diseases and
heart and lung disease symptoms . Particulates also transport
toxic eletnentIS such as lead , cadmium, antimony , arsenic , nickel,
vial)' chloride , asbestos and benzene compounds to the
respiratory , digestive and lymphatic systems .

I
I
I

+ Oxides of sulphur become acidic by reacting with
moisture in the atmosphere . Our respiratory system attempts to
filter the acid out but becomes damaged in the process . The acid
and other inorganic sulphate s penetrate the mucosal lining ,

irritate the bronchial mucosa and damage the cilia . This
initiates bronchitis and produces asthma . Asthma decreases the
respiratory function at both the acute and chronic levels . Heart
disease may be aggravated as well.

I
I + Nitrogen oxides contribute to acid deposition and

increase the incidence of chronic bronchitis . They also cause
lung irritations , ciliary paralysis , bronchitis , pneumonia and
exacerbate influenza by impairing the body’s imrnune system .I

I
I
I
I

# Hydrocarbons are highly irritating to the
membrane and contribute to upper respiratory distress .

rl)UCOLiS

+ Benzene , a known carcinogen, has industrial standards
but is not currently regulated as an air pollutant . It is about
4% of hydrocarbon emissions . A rough estimate by the Radial)
Corporation is that in 1984 , Sea-Tac airport emitted 12.7 tons of
benzene . 1 The hourly average contribution of benzene at Sea–Tac
airport is estimated to be about 0.16 parts per million (or an
average of 24 , OOO parts per trillion annually) . The acceptable
source impact level for new sources proposed in WAC 173-460 is
0.063 parts per trillion . 2

I
I

1 Pg. 7, SEATTLE TACOMA __ INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT: Air
Pollutant Contribution , Department of Ecology, 1991

2 Pg. 21, IBID
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IA Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides form the dangerous

ozone which is a serious pollutant because it allows the harmful
ultraviolet rays (DVb ) to enter the troposphere . Ozone ( C)3 )
exacerbates mortality in the elderly and very young populations
because of heat stress . It increases pret:erm and prenatal births
and increases diseases carried by fleas , ticks and mosquitoes . 3

I
I
I

x Ozorld (Q3 ) exposure results in eye irritat;ions , damage
to lung tissues , reduced resistance to colds and pneumonia ,
aggravateis heart disease , asthma , bronchitis and emphysema. It
affects healthy as weI 1 as impaired respiratory systems in
children and adults + it can cause shortness of breath and
coughing during exercise in healthy adults . There are other,
more serious effects in the young, old and infirm as well. I

& Lead accumulates in the body within the blood , bones
and soft tissues . Lead affects the kidneys , nervous syst,dm and
blood forming organs . Excess ive exposure may cause nervous
system impairments resulting in seizures , mental retardation ,

behavioral disorders , miscarriages , stillbirths and defects of
the newborn . It may also contribute to high blood pressure and
subsequent heart disease .

I
I
IAir pollutants affect our total environment : earth, water

and air. Air pollutants drift downward and settle into the soil,
contaminating whatever grows there , including our food sources .
Recent research has found significantly higher levels of
extremely long lived stable chemicals such as DDT , DDR and PCB ’s
in the fatty breast tissue of 40 women -- twenty of whom had
cancerous lumps and twenty who had benign lumps . Even Dr .

Michael Morgan , Environmental Health Professor , hired by the
Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee to discuss health
impacts for the FLIGHT PLAN PROJECT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT states :

I
I
I

"THE CLAIM OF CANCER CASES AT HIGHER THAN
EXPECTED FREQUENCIES AROUND AIRPORTS CANNOT BE
DISMISSED WITHOUT SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATION. ''4

I
I

Elizabeth M . Will:talIIS
Seahurst, Washington
November, 1992

I
I

Pg. 4, AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS,
Puget Sound Council of Governments

Revised October , 1990 I
I
I

4 Pg. 4-29,
IWACT STATEMENT

FLIGHT PLAN PROJECT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
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SEA-TAC THIRD RUNWAY
LANDFILL REQUIRWENTS AND IMPACTS

\

To build the third runway, the Port of Seattle proposes to fill in
the west slope of the current airport area with 13 , 682 , OOO ni11ion
cubic yards of conpact:ed dirt,t Since conpactled dIrt is about
thirty percent less than the actual loose dirt needed, the cubic
yardage of dirt needed is about 17,786,600 nillion cubic yards.
How nuch dirt is this exactly?1

I
I

By exanining how nany King clones or how nany #1001 Fourth Avenue
buildings this amount of dirt could fill, we can better inagine its
quantity. For example, the King clone 's volume is 67 uillion cubic
feet or 2.5 nillion cubic yards. Therefore, the fill required to
build a third runway would occupy 7 , 1 King clones, (see Attachraent A
for graphic representation) , Or, the dirt would fill 36,9 1001
Fourth Avenue buildings, which has a vol line of 13.5 nillion cubic
feet, or . 46 million cubic yards, (see Attachrnent B) ,I

I
I

To transport the dirt, however, presents a conplex and difficult
task with quantifiable impact, To show realistically the work
involved to move this atnount; of dirt, we need to examine how nany
trucks are needed, how nuch they hold, how far they would go to get
the dirt, and how nany hours it would take to truck and dtrap the
dirt .

One of the excavating companies said the project nay utilize end
dump-trucks, which hold IO cubic yards are about 25 feet in length,
Using these figures, the project requires 1,778,660 trucks total,
which if lined yP-mtHe stretch for 8421 nilese This would be aline of trucks i_€retct1,Iaround the United States
and further. (seT::HE;chment C) .

I
I
I

In order to finish this dirt moving portion of the project in 3
years, nore than 1976 trucks per day would have to transport dirt
to Sea-q:ace This Harry trucks lines up, each 25 feet long, would
create a line 9.4 niles long. Consider facing alnost 2000
additional trucks on 1-5 for three years, or 900 working days,
Since trucks would use an already congested area of 1'-5, this nay
well be an unacceptable inpact for the entire region,

I
I
I
I
I

Furthernore, one conpany alone can on average only supply a naxinun

I Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee, LEbD
Project,e Draft Final Report & ADDeildices, p+ 3-41, January 1992.

1
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of 55 trucks during an 8 hour working day. ThIs would nean at
least 35 conpanies would have to work sinultaneously, ass IIning that
they are all local, can get dirt by barge to Seattle and finally,
supply this many trucks per day to transport and d trap the fill, I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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In order to build a third runway on the west side of Sea-"'Tac
airport, the Port of Seattle proposes to excavate and pacK a
quantity of dirt that would fill 7.1 Kingdomes
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WATER QUALITY ISSUES
Related to Sea-Tac Airport Expansion

Storm and waste water from Sea-Tac AIrport discharge into Miller
and Dea Moines Creeks, and to Puget Sound through sewer treatment
plants. On several occasions jet fuel 8pj11g have killed nearly all
aquatic IIfe in creek discharge areag, wIth even partial recovery of
fish runs takIng years , Petroleum leaks have contaminated soil and
threatened groundwater. The Industrial Waste System (IWS ) u8ed to treat
discharges from shop drains in maintenance hangars and gate de-Icing
areas is beyond design capacity, and receives improper discharges from
the Port ' 8 tenants . The IWS has not been upgraded to handle fire-
fighting foam discharges , despite nearly a decade of 8tudy of the
problem. The Port of Seattle must implement, not defer with continued
study, major improvements to ita waste and storm water treatment
systems , The existing 8ystems have not kept up with expanding SeaTac
operations .

I
I
I
I

1, Inadequacy of the Industrial Wastewater Treatneat Systea+ in
July, 1992 , the Department of Ecology in8pected the airport's industrial
wastewater treatment system. Operation was judged "Un8ati8factory" and
the system was found to be overloaded with oil and grease+ The IWS was
not operating as a dissolved air flotation system as designed, but was
instead using a physical/chemical settling system wIth al tIme (Ko
Fitzpatrick, DOE 7/1/92 InspectIon Report. ) While the IWS was designed
to handle a 225-acre area, it now serves 262 acres . ( 3/92 POS DEIS for
South Aviation Support Area. ) On the management side, not only w.as the
Port of Seattle delinquent in filing its Discharge Monitoring Reports
(DMR' s ) , it was also behind in paying fees under Its dIscharge permit +

(K, Fitzpatrick, DOE 7/1/92 inspection report, )

I
I
I In June r 1992 r Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency (PSAPCA)

inspectors responded to citizen complaints of odors and found petroleum
and solvent contamination in the IWS lagoons, (K. Fitzpatrick, ann. )
The Port attributed the odor problem in its wastewater lagoons to low
water levels, and planned to complete an investigation by the end of
August, 1992 , and then do a further complete analysis of its 8y8tem8 by
October 31, 1993 (the 5-year renewal date for its NPDES permit ) + (W.E .
Brougher, Aviation Facilities and Maintenance Director, POS, 6/25/92
letter B ) Thus the Port would study the odor problem until the end of
the summer, and study the overall problems until it would have its new
permit

I
I
I
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2 , Ethylene Glycol (antifreeze) Contamination, Ethylene glyco1,
classified as a hazardous waste because of its carcinogenic effect:8, is
used by aIrIInes for de–icing. For example, Alaska Airlines uses
ethylene glycol mixed with water to de-ice aircraft, applying as much as
5 , Doa gallons at a time. The Port has responsibility under its NPDES
permit for the activitleg of Its airline tenants that pollute water,
When used on aircraft out on the runway, the antifreeze is not collected
or treated, but is allowed to flow off the runways , When used in the
hangar "ramp area" the solution flows into slot drains and then into the
IWS o The IWS may not be effective in treating ethylene glyco1, (DOE
Hazardous Waste Inspection Report 12/18/91. ) On February 10, 1992 R,
Devil:t (DOE ) wrote that the Port was considering use of ethylene glyco1
and urea with surfactant (UCAR product by Union Carbide) for de-'icIng
runways , Four thousand gallons would be used at one time, UCAR could
be considered "hazardous waste, " and not suitable for discharge to Des
Moines Creek or Puget Sound.

I
I
I
I

3 + Solvent and Cbenical Contamination, AIrline shop drains result
In discharge to the IWS of hazardous materlal8 such as paint overspray
and methylene chloride stripping agent, whIch should have extensive
pretreatment + The DOE inspector in July, 1992 concluded the IWS was
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"badly overloaded with petroleum-'ba8ed product8" and odor8 indicated
chlorinated solvent:8 could be present.

4 , Fire Fighting roan Enul8ion8 , Contamination of the IWS by fire
fighting foam has been studied at least since the problem was noted in
an inspection report by 'DOE IO/18/85 , The foam contains an emul8lf ter
which makes the IWS 's oil skimmers ineffective. The Port retained a
consultant to develop a method to dispose of the f came in 1989 a
demonstration project for two treatment methods was recommended, but no
effective 8ygtem to deal with large quantities of foam required for an
emergency has yet been implemented. When the Port had a problem over
several months in 1986 with fire fighting foam and jet fuel overflowing
from the practice pit and pollutIng the 8urroundlng area, a waterproof
sheet weighted down with rocks was found over the pit 's drain+ The
Port ' 8 superintendent found this sItuatIon both embarraslng and illegal
(D, Waye, 12/9/86 )

I
I
I
I

5 , Groundwater Coataaiaatioa by Leaking Fuel Tanks and Spills e

Leaking underground gtorage tanks at the rental car refueling area
contaminated aquifers up to 50 ' deep. (4/11/89 ) in 1990, the Port
agreed to study the level of soil contamination around fuel tanks, and
to install monitoring wells. (DOE phone record 5/8/908 ) High level8 of
pollution were found 15 ' under the Pan Am fuel farm in 1991 + in May,
1992 , jet fuel seeped into underground tunnels at the NW AirIInes
facility. In July, 1992 , a 8imilar problem wag noted at the Continental
Airline fuel area, Soil contamination to 27 ' with petroleum
hydrocarbons, benzenes, lead and other substances, was found dartFIg
demolition for concourse D improvements , A remediation project was
required. ( 1/24/91 ) Mo Santee of DOE reported on 2/7/91 that the soils
remediation project at Sea:rac involved an area where monitoring wells
indicate groundwater impacts , Many fuel tanks are located around the
airport, and the full extent of the groundwater problem is not yet
known. Spills occur frequently on Port property. In the first 3 monthg
of 1987 , 26 spills of from 5 to 400 gallons were reported to DOE o

I
I
I
I
IAquIfers beneath the Big IIline area 50 and more feet deep are of a

quality generally adequate for domestic uae, ( 1/91 S T Engineering
Comprehensive Sewage Plan for Southwest Suburban Sewer District. ) The
City of Seattle uses three on--line production wells in Rlvertion Heights,
withdrawing groundwater July to October, (Dc . ) I

I
Cleanup of water contamination, if possible, is expensive and time
consuming. Cleanup of jet fuel containing carcinogens such as benzene
threatenIng an aquifer at LAX may take 20 years and cost $13 million
(LA Business J. 9/23/91 p. 32 . )

6 , Jet Fuel Spills KIll Fish, Since at least 1957 , when
inspectors found heavy contaminatIon with oII and grease, airport
dl8charge8 have been poisoning fish in Dea Moines creek. (Carey and
Kramer, Report on PrelimInary Engineering Study of Industrial Wastes
Problem at Sea:rac International Airport 1959 , ) SpIlls of a large amount
of jet fuel by an airline in 1973 , of 30,000 gallon8 in 1985, and of
over 5 , OOO gallons in 1986, killed coho 8almon, cutthroat trout and
other aquatic life in Des Moines Creek, (3/92 POS DEIS for South
Aviation Support Area. )

I
I
IFish have long been planted in Des Moines Creek to maintain trout and

salmon runs . Trout Unlimited releases 30, 000 salmon fingerlingg a year
at the Des Moines marina and in November, 1992 , larger than normal
numbers of 8almon were 8een in Dea Moines Creek. (The Time8-News
11/27/92 , ) The Seattle Times reported 12/14/92 that the creek 8almon
died before then spawned

I
I
I
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7 , Oil and Grease DIscharges . The airport ' 8 NPDES permit for
discharge of wastewater limIts flow to 5 , 985 , 000 gallon8 per day, though
that is on occasIon exceeded. ( 2/92 sewage treatment plant records . )
The permit limits the amount of oil and grease to an average of IC>mg/l,
not to exceed 15 mg/lo This level allows discharge of upwards of 70
gallons of oil per day into Puget Sound, About 30,000 gallons of jet
fuel is normally removed annually from water treated in the IWS
(DMR' 8 , )

ConclusIon

I
I

Even at the current level of operation8, Sea:rac airport face8 8eriou8
problems in protecting water quality, Intensive effort is needed to
m6nitor tenants and evaluate products to ensure dangerous materials are
not used where they will find their way into streams draining the
airport or to Puget Sound, if the amount of discharge permitted is
increased and the level of treatment is not significantly improved,
pollutant levels will be even more unsatisfactory. A valuable aquifer,
currently in use, is threatened. Water quality problems should be
addressed vigorously, and the dangerous situation we have now,
rectified. More of the same is not acceptableI

I
I
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Economic Impact of Proposed Third Runway
At Sea-Tac Airport

I
I
I

The correlation between airport expansion an ci economic
welfare is unclear. There is no guarantee that the benefits
would outweigh the costs.

University of Washington economist,
Professor of Public Affairs Richard Zerbe, Jr. PhD.

I
I
I

Most ExE=nsive Runway Ever Built in the U.S.

The proposed dependent runway by the Port of Seattle is estirnated to cost
approHmately $500,000,000 in construction costs alone, making it the most
expensive runway ever built in the United States. This would be the biggest
capital construction project in the history of the Port of Seattle.

For comparison purposes, an independent runway built in 1990 in Orlando,
Florida cost $168,000,000. 1n Louisville, Kentucky they are currently
completing two independent runways for $350,000,000. 1n Denver
International, Colorado, 5 independent runways will be completed next year
for $380,000,000.

I
I
I
I

To build a third runway, the Port of Seattle would need fill dirt that would
occupy 7.1 Kingdomes. The high cost of construction is due to the need to
raise the existing level of 12th Avenue South to conform to the hei Mt of Sea-
Tac's landing fields.

Estimates Exclude Mitigatial Costs to Surround&rg C'h%

I
I
I
I
I

When the second runway at Sea-Tac Airport was built in the early 1970s,
promises were made by the Port of Seattle and the King County Council that
mitigation of noise impacts upon the surrounding communities would be
funded. To date, only 741 out of 10,000 eligible homes have been insulated
primarily because of the lack of funding available for mitigation efforts.

:S • F: F;:;§
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Recent Port of Seattle cost estimates to complete insulation work from the
second runway are well over $250,000,000 not including total buy-out costs to
affected homeowners. Costs to mitigate the third runway have not been
calculated but are expected to far exceed second runway mitigation costs.
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CNs to the Community Ihc£:hIde II)wer Prulxrty Values

An additional 100,000 flights per year will negatively impact lifestyle and
property values throughout the Puget Sound region. Depending upon
number of flights, noise levels, and time of day of flights, communities now
experiencing aircraft noise under the Four Post Plan will see a further erosion
of their quality of life and corresponding propedy values.

\ I
All Cost8 Direct and Indirect, Must Be Counted

I
I
I
I
I

According to Lynn O. Michaelis, chief economist for a major coIT>oration and
immediate past president of the National Association of Business
Economists, the Port of Seattle has failed to develop realistic economic
projections:

"Because there is so much at stake for
the long term economic health of the Puget Sound
region, and the South King County area in
particular, economic data must be developed
which includes direct and indirect costs, short term
impacts and benefits as well as the longer term
benefits. The airport has to internalize the cost of
the pollution it is generating just like the rest of the
manufacturing businesses. I

I
I

The costs associated with airport
operations have been shifted to the neighboring
residents and comrnunities. This has resulted in
the price being set too low for airplane operations
and has created excess demand."

I
I

.

The Port Has Not Compared Cbsts to New Rewnuu

If the third runway is being built to enable 100,000 commuter aircraft which
carry only 1 million passengers, then we are spending society's resources on a

project which will generate less than 84 million in revenue, or less than a 1%
return on capital. Since the runway requires operating expenses, the return
would be far less than 1%.

I
I
I
I
I

Before we embark on the Port of Seattle's ambitious plans for expansion, a
long look at costs and benefits is needed. When this is done, and only then,
cnn a fair comparison of the long term social costs of various alternatives be
made

Source Information Available Ulxxr Rec?ue:#
(206) fQ4.3120
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Richard Zerbe and Associates
ECONOMIC CONSULTING

939 21st Ave East • Seattle, WA 98112

Jonathan Lner. al. D. Ric:hM O. 2abe Jr. Rl. D.
O/yR@ AUra }hmbly

Seattle
al ==IHlni_

(2eH) 3254118 ' UnipaSty ofWuhingtar W) S4349X> FAX W) 543.1 CM
Olympia Of6ce eCB) 7869353

Monday, October 19, 1992

Dick Zerbe
Presentation to POS

I am a professional economist at the University of Washington and
confin$ my remarks to my area of oxp8rtis8.oconornic analysis. For
twenty some y8ars. I have served as a consultant in the area of the
viability of public inv8strnents. I teach a course that considers this
very question.

The final EIS does not yet answer the central question. TIle que9don
we are presented with here is which of the sugg8st8d alternatives
for handling air traffic is the best public investrn6nt. On the basis
of data furnished to date, my answer is that I do not know. Surely, I
speak for the Pod as well as for myself when I say that we want
cmnornic growth that enhances the quality of life. But, if I with
twenty years experience can not readily determine from the FEIS
what decision is the most likely to serve this end, can you?

;iir\

The work to date has been primarily engineering rather than
8conornic in its conceptIons. The approach is rerniniscent of some
OthDf work in which I was involved. When I arrival in Seattle in the
mH-1970's, I was asked to cornment on the demand forecasts
prepared as part of the selling of WPPSS. My comment was to the
6ff8ct that the forecasts were crucially flawed because they did not
relate the amount demanded to price.

a B e
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My fern uks here today are similar to my remark$ then. The analyses
taken together. sorTie of which are very w8ll done, are crucially
flawed because they have not been developed under a guiding scheme
which attornpts to access b8nefits and costs Qf the various
alternatives. Let me give a few examples.

I
I
I
I
I
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Demand
The very definition of airport capacity is an engineering concept
that maximizos volume not economIc benefit. To maximize the
volume of traffic is not the same as rnaxirnizing economic benefit
nor more than maximizing the electrical generating capacity for the
region maximizes net benefits-as WPPSS taught us.

Most utilities in which peak demands are important. use prices to
spread out demand and to gain revenues. Telephone companies, for
example, charg8 moro during peak periods. The use of such peak load
pricini improves the net omnomic impact even though it leads to
fewer flights, and peak prieos serve as a source of funds to ronlove
or build other facilities-.such as a third runway or another
expansion at another airpoR.

Similar to the WPPSS approach to estimating demand, the work in
the FEIS scarcely considers using peak pricing to limit the quantity
dornaHJQd and to generate revenues for capacity expansion. A
failure to consider further this issue would be a mistake. Several
hours of phone mnversatiQns with the FAA convine6s me that such
an approach could be realistic. There is a nationwide policy bond
towards using the price mechanism to manage demand and to meet
costs. The success of Boston's Logan Airport with peak load pricing
and the USDOT guIdelines for poak load pricing should be at the
forefront of the Ports demand management strategies. The
experience at Boston has been that only marginal flights in rnarkots
with already high service levels were eliminated. This nationwide
trend is ignored in the final EIS. Such pricing strategies are barely
considered at all.

I
I
I
I

Proponents of the third runway stress its role in job creation. Job
data provided to date can not be the basis for any decision for the
following reasons. Rrst, the economic estimates do not well
distinguish between new money and old money so that the estImates
of jo6 creation are unreIIable. Second, jobs cr8ated are tr8ated as

Jobs

2
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not be rtents and they are not. In fact, new jobs can impose greater
social c08t$ than benefits in terms of the impact on schools. traffic
congestion and lost Jobs elsewhere in the economy including in the
local ec,onorny. . Third, no estimate is made of jobs lost elsewhere.

The recent review by the Dyo Management Group for AtRTRAC found
no eVidence that caps on airport traffic at Boston's Logan Airport,
San Francisco International Airport, and Vancouver International
adversely affected economic development.

The FEIS is adrnitt8dty not an economic document. Earlier discussion
confused net benefits in the form of additional tax revenues with
gross rev8nuos and jobs whbh are not net benefits. thus makIng a
conclusion impossible. In short, the relationship between economic
pro$p6riV of the regIon and the various options to tIe Port of
Seattle is not clear from the FEIS. The relationship between the
prosperity of the Port Itself is, however, moro ctearly linked to the
development of the third runway than to other opUons. I would like
to be as sure about the region as a whole. The third runway will
undoubtedly give the a\axirnurn return on investment to the Port, but
it may not for the region.

Noise
The FEIS shows a table of th8 adverse effects of noise on residential
property values. This table is a welcome additIon to the DEIS. What
is nonled. however, is application of the results of the studies cited
there (and other studi$$) to the altgrnatives facing the Port of
Seattle. Since residential and commercial property value effects
can capture a measure Of the social coSt, and since these costs can
be very large Indeed, it is Incomprehensible to rna that no such study
was carried out before recornmondations were made.

The FEIS suggests that the loss of residential property values will
be more than offset by increases in commercIal and Industrial
property values outside the 65 Ld„ contour s. They provide no
evidence for this. More importantly,.the comparIson is not a valid
one. The decrease in property vatues due to airport noise is a real
loss. The rise ; A property values eauBed by increased aIrport
activity, however, is an effect already taken into account when
examining the value of the airport to passengers and aIrIInes. Thus.
it is incorroct to count the benefit of tilno saved. etc. rosultlng from
the airport expansion and to also count as a benefit the increase in
land values. This is double counting benefits. A dam that allows
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irrigation and increases crop production genoratog b8nefit£ frorn
crop production. The land value wilt also go up but the increase in
prop8tty values can not be 8ddaj to the crop value without double
counting .

I
I
I
I
I

The presence of the aiQoR does change the Heal land use. Noise
may also cause a change in ideal property USGS but noise can only
lesson property values. not increase thorn. The final EIS can not
finesse this important issu8.

Without such analysis as I have sug96stod. we can not even be sure
that the costs of the four post plan do not exceed Its benefits.
Surely, in considoriag options involving alternative airports. we
should consider the alternative costs, including the benefIts of
moving even some of the existing traffic to another location.

I do nc:>t say here that it is a mistake to build the third runway. I do
say however. that benefits and costs have not yet been assoss8d.

Demand management combined with p8ak bad pricing and expansion
at an alternative site can meet economic dernand but at a lower
social cost in terms of noise and traffic. I ask that the Port
Cornrnis$ioner attempt to discover whether this might not be the
case

4 I
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REMARKS OF J. RICHARD ARAMBURU
BEFORE PORT COWISSION

OCTOBER 201 1992

1 . INTRDDUCTION .

As you have heard, there are significant environmental

problems with the continued expansion of STIA. However, I am to
talk today about the 3rd runway as a business and fiscal issue.

The RCAA feels that the 3rd runway makes no business sense .

It would create a huge public debt at a time that the whole

country is demanding fiscal restraint, and finding ways to avoid

pu!:>lie expenditure . In the case of the 3rd runway, this huge

debt can be avoided if the Commission will sinply manage demand

and control operations .

II. ECONOMIC VIABILITY.

Lets begin by talking facts about this proposal. We have

done some investigation and, as best as we can tell, the 3rd

runway would be the most expensive runway ever built.

We have spent some time trying to find out how much this

runway will cost. After reviewing the data in the Flight Plan

Report, and talking to Port Of Seattle staff , our best estimate

is about §500 million, which is probably low, given that the

’'':]1
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base figures were developed in 1990 and the project will not be

built until 1996 at the earliest.

I
I
I
I
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At a price tag of 9500 million, the 3rd runway is
sIgnificantly more expensive than its next competitor. Table 1

shows the cost conpared to other recent runway projects .

In preparing this table we reviewed FAA data , industry sources

and called each of these airports to confirm the costs . As nay

be seen, the 3rd runway is by far and away the single most

expensive runway .

Using figures from the Flight Plan project, the 3rd runway

is paid off the total cost to the taxpayers will be probably at
least $1.2 Billion.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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The 3rd runway is also the most expensive single project

ever built by the Port Of Seattle.

People have asked us why this runway is so expensive, The

expense comes from the fact that the project is not just

building a runway, but creating the land for it to go on.

Currently, the 3rd runway is a street well below the level of

the airport. To fill this area, it wIll take about 17.8 ni11ion

cubic yards of dirt (or 480 million cubic feet) or about 198

2
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million dump trucks that would stretch 84 OO miles + if none of

this registers, consider the graph, wh:i c:h shows the dirt

required would fill 7.1 Kingdomes

Of particular significance here is that this is not even a

fully operational independent runway. It is a UnaBIE runway,

liInit,ed by operations on adjacent runways

IIIe SIGNIFICANT FiNAaCiAL ISSUES

Three significant financial issues stand out here

a) The source of funds to repay this debt is directly

related to revenues from passengers going through the airport;

only 8% of funds available will come from federal (FAA) funds

There are also nIany good reasons to believe that the passenger

forecasts being used in the industry are wrong, given what we

know about increasing airline fares , declining business travel,

increasing fuel prices and the like. If the passenger increase

does not occur, the public nay be left with paying off this

white elephant, 'IBetting" this kind of money is reminiscent of

the WPPSS debacle in the 1970s when public agencies bet the

nuclear power plants would be paid off by new customers, using

more power. We all know the story of that financial debacle



I
Ib) The second significant financial issue is that this

huge expenditure will tie up most of the possible revenue

sources for the airport for the next 30 years; it leaves the.

Port without reserves for the unforeseen problems that may

occur. It is strangely like our huge budget deficits at the

federal level that are tying the hands of the government.

c) Finally, the Port is using the only available source of

funds to develop any other airport . We know that other airports
are not economically viable without funding from funds generated

by Sea''Tac . It also uses money that could be available for
other uses .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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IV. ALTERNATIVES

The curious thing about this whole fiasco is that the only

reason a 3rd runway is built is to take care of the hoard of

small commuter planes that have been taking up airspace since

they started getting really popular in the mid 1980 's . As nay

be seen from the appendix on conmuter operations, these

operations constitute about 428. of the flights, but only about

8.58 of the passengers , Indeed they average only about 10

passengers per plane, (See Chart 2)

Indeed responsible coBlrnissioners would assure that the

4
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airlines (the real beneficiaries) , not the taxpayers, be

responsible for such a massive expenditure for a minor portion
of the market. But there is no apparent intention to place the.

responsibility there

From the foregoing, it is clear that the 3rd runway makes

no sense . The cost and expense are far be}'on cI what is required

for task at hand. The days of expensive solutions at taxpayer

expense are well beyond us in the 1990s . Lets make use of what

we have by doing three things

a) reduce comnuter operations by demand management and

pricing techniques that put more people on planes . Putting 20

people on a plane would reduce commuter operations by half and

provide significant additional capacity

b) increase efficiency of the airport by inproved

navigation techniques ; these techniques can reduce delays

significantly

c) use the money that would be spent on the 3rd runway on

a new realistic airport, away from residential areas. Cap

operations at Sea--Tac at current or reduced levels to provide

relief to surrounding areas
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COWUTER AIRLINE OPERATIONS
SEA.. TAC AIRPORT

+ Since 1981, commuter airline operations’ have increased by

262%, from 39 , 400 to 142 , 828 . During the same tline air carrier

operations have increased only by 32t .

a

+ Commuter airline operations now constitute 42% of Sea'-Tac

operations, but only 8 , 5% of the enplaned passengers .

-Commuter operations average 10 people per plane.
)-Y
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+ in 1991, one'-half of all comrautez: operations went to Portland

or Vancouver B. C. or 21% of total airport operations . I
I
I
I

+ if commuter operations were limited to IOOt growth over 1981

operatIons (a total of 78 , 800) that would save over 60, Ooo

operations per year

+ Total operating revenue per passenger at Sea''Tac is only

about $1. 2D . Operating revenue for commuter passengers is thus

about Sl. 6 million per year. Over the 30 years needed to pay

off the $1200 million debt for the third runway, cormluters would

only contribute $60 to $70 million or about 6 to 78.
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General Comments on the

draft environmental impact statement (DEIS)

I
I

By Dr. Lynn O. Michaelis

March 22, 1992

Introduction

I
I
I
I

Because of my professional background, I will limit my comments on the EIS to my
professional area. I am a professional economist, working for the Weyerhaeuser
Co. and am President of the National Association of Business Economists. The

comments and criticisms in this statement do not reflect the position or concerns of
either organization. Rather, they reflect my concerns as a resident of Marine Hills
in Federal Way and for the future quality of life in the city of Seattle.

I also want to be clear, that the concerns being raised are not to be interpreted as

being anti-port, anti-business or anti-growth. Growth is a fact of life and should be

encouraged. However, if not correctly channeled growth can destroy. The purpose
of having government oversight of the growth process is that sometimes business

and the market do not capture the indirect costs imposed on some members of
society . The other perspective government brings that is sometimes lost in the

market is the long term socially optimal solution. Because of the way businesses

make investment decisions, the near term dominates the long term consequences.

The environmental assessment process is meant to remedy that deficiency of the

free market system.

I
I
I
I Businesses in which I work have for years been forced to recognize external

pollution problems and have been forced to internalize those costs through
pollution equipment. The result is cleaner air and water, but at a higher cost in the

production of the product. But clearly the result is socially desirable, even if tIle
regulatory approaches taken can be inefficient. The product reflects the true cost of
the product to society. Then society can choose how much it demands at a price
tllat reflects the true cost to society. I can not understand why an airport that
produces air travel and noise pollution should not be subject to the same rules.

I
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This at the heart of my concern and the focus of additional \York I)cfol'e tIle EIS can

be complete. First, the criteria being used for selection are flawed an(I tIle (IiItit
being used are inadequate to reach the correct solution on the long term optimal
solution for Seattle.' Second, the data currently being presented on costs and
benefits is one sided and extremely biased. I hope to demonstrate that if the fLlll

costs are taken into account, then the -capacity problem- will disappear. ’Fhil'd,
the data creates a sense of urgency that is misplaced, if the pricing problem is
corrected. Because of the pricing system being used, scarcity is not being allocated

correctly. Rather, the pricing system is creating an artifical shortage. Fourth, more
work has to be done on assessing the long term impact on downtown Seattle, if the

airport expansion continues at SeaTac rather than at a rernote airport.

Criteria being used is not correct

It appears the primary criteria for site selection is mininlize first time exposure to
airplane noise. This is a political and not an economic criteria. This criteria implies
that max. exposure of people already exposed to aircraft noise is the desirable
alternative. This criteria has to be reassessed. A recent article in the Seattle Times

makes it clear that serious health problems can develop, even after long term
exposure to aircraft noise. They cited a study done recently that shows that ’even
after five years of exposure to aircraft noise, physical responses (higher blood
pressure, higher stress levels) continues." in economic terms, more frequent and

sustained exposure to aircraft comes at higher and higher cost to an individual not
less cost. I

I
Where an occasional flight is a nuisance, sustained and continuous aircraft noise

has major consequences on lifestyle and residential property characteristics.
Outside entertainment becomes nearly impossible. Educational activities can be
seriously impaired. Health can be affected, not only because of sleep interruptions,
btlt also because of higher stress induced by noise beyond your control. When taken
together, sustained noise levels will eventually force those that have an option to

move away from the noise shadow of a major airport will do so. More importantly,
if people looking for a home come to believe these risks are possible, they will
attach a stigma to the properties. A number of recent studies have assessed ho\v

stigma and pollution can affect property values.
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Rather tllan first time exposed, THE CRITERIA SHOULD BE: WHICH SITE HAS
'l'H E LOWEST OVERALL SOC'IAL (-'OST WITH THE HIGHEST LONG TERM

SOCIAL IIENEFI'I'S. This assessment is possible only if realistic and complete
eco no nIi c data is available,

I
I

Develop realistic and complete economic impact information

To be able to use an econornic or financial criteria, a more complete set of
economic information has to be developed. The data prepared so far is woefully
inadequate. Only part of the costs associated with expanding the existing airport are
considered. The process used to estimate benefits needs to be revised, because they

are seriously biased to the high side.

I
I
I
I

1. There has been no information developed on the costs being imposed on
surrounding communities and residents from the aircraft noise. Insulation of
schools and offices are not captured in the cost estimate. Declining property values

have not even been considered. The Port of Seattle has been willing to purchase
properties required for expansion, but does not compensate others that are
adversely affected. I believe a careful assessment of adverse effects on home values
in the South End in the Noise Shadow needs to be done. Data will show there has

already been significant erosion in relative values as a consequence of the airport
growth. With values of $800,000 to $2,000,000 per acre, given home values in some
areas, I believe a 10Yo loss in relative appreciation over the next ten years will cost

homeowners in the Southend at least $800,000,000 dollars in opportunity cost.(This
has to be refined. I assumed 21.5 sq. miles were adversely affect, which could be too

small.) For some areas the likely decline could be significantly more than 10%.

I
I
I
I An estimate of insulation and school construction costs have to be developed as

well. Part of the final approval needs a more complete compensation scheme for
affected indiwals and communities. Highline School district has already submitted
its estimates of costs associated with insulating existing schools. They have also

estimated the higher costs required for newer schools to make them compatable
with aircraft noise. Other school districs need to be solicited for their input and

potential costs.

I
I
I
I
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An actual on site noise audit also is required to truly dimension the area adversely

affected. Computer simulations are inadequate given the change to the four post
pattern and due to the variability in actual take.off patterns.

F
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2. Benefits listed in Working Paper #8 are biased for several reasons. First, the

projected increase iA traffic is high. Second, the assumption of visitor sllare is
questionable, given the high level of commuter traffic. Third, it fails to recognize

that an airport also allows more people to leave the area, thus draining sales dollars.
Fourth, most of the growth could occur without an additional runway if the existing
one were just used more efficiently. The true net benefit to the expansion would be

significantly lower, even if the optimistic assumptions on traffic and visitors were
correct.

3. Develop a set of scenarios on potential passenger traffic growth at the airport.
lang term economic forecasts are risky at best. In fact, forecasting the next decade
based on the last has been shown to be incorrect. To reflect the uncertainty of long
term forecasts, a number of scnearios need to be developed considering the
following developments. (I will submit more details on the following if requested to
do so.)

. Overall economic growth will be significantly lower in the next 20 years than
in the last 20 years due to demographic and productivity trends.

. Benefits of airline deregulation have been captured
Real cost of travel will not decline as fast (according to Boeing)

. An oil shock/shortage could significantly alter air travel

• Growing restraints on airports will limit the number of airplanes
Northwest growth was uniquely strong in 1980s, much slower in 1990s

Boeing growth will be reversed

Resource industries, fishing and timber, are declining
. Consumer surge of 1980s was unique due to policy and demographics

. Aging population implies higher savings rate

. Debt leverage and tax cuts of 1980s being reversed

. Technology will reduce business travel in 1990s

. Video conference lowers business costs (recent WSJ)

. Business traveler crucial to lower fares for tourists

. Forces higher travel cost and lower growth for tourist trade

I
I
I
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IF CORRECTLY DONE, A FEW SCENARIOS WOULD HELP TO ASSESS
ALTERNATIVES AND THE SENSE OF URGENCY OF THE EXPANSION.

Growtll will occur, 'but if the likely growth is to 30 million by 2020, ratlrer tharr 45

million. The estimating procedure used by KPMG Peat Marwick did not consider
the above factors, but appears only to have used population and inconle. If so, the

approach is \woefully inadequate.
I
I

4. Net Benefits to Local Government have to be reassessed. The drop in property

values will lower tax revenue in affected communities and to King Co. Further, the
government needs to estimate the cost of building the support infrastructure for the
airport. Similar to approaches being used with residential developers, the Port
should have to fund part of the infrastructure cost to feed its development. This is
important for two reasons. First, it will insure that the operating cost of the airport
and the price of airplane operation correctly reflects the true operating cost of the
airport. Second, it will make the trade.off between an urban airport and rural
airport more soundly based on economic costs rather than on emotional appeals,
such as "protects open spaces, sensitive areas, and farm lands". This is currently

viewed as an unfeasible alternative and too costly, only because the full costs at
SeaTac are not capture in the DEIS.
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5. Reassess Overall benefits of airport to Seattle and South End Business. TIle
R)cus \v,IS strictly on' Airport related and Visitor related benefits (Working Paper
#8). They failed to take into account the second order affects. As people migrate

away from the Noise Shadow, average income will drop and retail sales will drop.

Expenditures on remodeling and maintaining the housing base will drop as well.

Eventually, the property use will change as the economic value for residential use
declines. I

I
I

An assessment of migration away from the airport noise needs to be included. For
instance, a careful assessment of the suburban blight that has already developed
around the airport and how it might spread if the airport grows further has to be

included in the EIS. The impact is likely to be quite large in light of the four post

pattern. This will include parts of Seattle plus the south end. Migration will be
away from the noise. For South End residents the migration will be into Pierce Co.

(Gig Harbor and Puyallup) or East (Enumclaw, Kent Highlands). For Seattle, the

migration will be to Bellevue/east or further north.

6. Incorporate the true cost estimates in estimating the demand for operations
(landings and take-offs) at SeaTa& The study has gone to great lengths in defining
the capacity of the airport and in showing that based on optimistic demand growth
we will be out of capacity by the year 2000. The study contends that jobs will be lost

and international competitiveness will be lost if we fail to act. The study however

fails to address the crucial issue that is creating the "shortage-, the pricing
mechanics at the airport. The airport prices landings on a per pound basis. I

IUnder current pricing schemes there is no procedure for allocating space based on

time of day or for more efficient operations to bid for landing space as in the open
market. This approach is only possible in a government operation where costs are

heavily subsidized. Like in the BPA fiasco of WPPS, low prices of energy were used
to forecast shortages and immanent doom for the Northwest unless we built a

nuclear power system. Those projections also failed to take into account a variety of
pricing schemes that would have dealt with the problem more efficiently, such as

peak our pricing.

I
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BPA also failed to discuss the extremely low rates being offered to aILlmintl rn

producers. Stlch is the case here as well. All the growth. at Sea'Fac has been in
commuter traffic. Because of the extremely low cost of operations (abOLlt $80 for :I
round trip-takeoff and landing), they can operate small planes inefficiently. In fact,
the pricing scheme encourages small inefficient plane operation. To dernonstrate
this fact, United Express and Horizon accounted for 35% of passenger operations in
1990, but only 8.7% of the passengers. In fact the average operation of a United

Express carried less than 10 passengers, while a Horizon operation carried about
12 people. I was recently on a flight from Portland with only 3 people on a United
Express flight. The benefits estimates treat all operations of equal value. Further,
the pricing scheme encourages inefficient operations just to hold an operating time
slot

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

This pricing scheme does not penalize for night time flights. These operations
create extremely high costs for residents around an airport. If FAA restricts such

pricing, then the rule needs to be changed. Heathrow airport prices night time
flights at a very high level. Result: very few operations.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE: Estimate demand for take-off and landings at

various price levels. Also, implement a peak hour pricing system. If these methods
are used, the shortage will not be as critical and will allow time to consider other
alternatives with more complete information. For instance, ask how many

commuter operations there would be at $500 per landing or at $1000 per landing or
$4800 ( high enough to generate an 8% return on $600 million).
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7. Do a realistic pro forma financial return on the third runway to help understand
the true economics of the third runway versus other alternatives.

First, consider the capital cost of $600 million versus the revenue being generatQ.d, if tIle

third runway is being built to enable 1(X)W) commuter aircraft which carry only 1

million passengers to continue operation at SeaTac, then we are spending society’s

capital on a project that will generate las than $4 million in revenue, or less than a
1% return on capital. Since the runway requires operating expenses, the return
would be far less than 1%. At a time that our society is trying to find solutions to OLlr

deficit and other social nees, such as better schools, diverting money to a project
that can not even pay minimum rates of return is a serious issue.
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Second. the indirect costs have tc) be includal as well. Community costs to insulate

schools and potential lost revenue frorn&dining property values. The
infrastructure costs in an area with high land values have to be calculated. Finally,
the implicit property value loss of current home in the SouthEnd have to be

included. If this is done, the true overall cost of the Third Runway could be found
to approach $2 billion.

When this is done, and only then, can a Bar comparison to long term social costs of
alternatives be made. Right now that is not possible, given the information and

data included in the EIS. Using current data, there is only one conclusion possible:

build the third runway at an existing aiqxxt But this could be a serious strategic
error. Other major cities have been Inning airport noise and growth away from
the center of the city or capping the operadom (Miand). By using limited
information and a short term focus, Seattle could make a serious mistake. We had

an opportunity to make a truly long term move in the 1970s and chose to expand
SeaTac. We should be careful to not rnake the same mistake in the 1990s.
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8. Revisit the qllest ion of how much of the estimated benefits could be captured by

tIle existing capacity, if it were used more efficiently. If the average number of
passengers per airplaIre rose to 80 and the operating efficiency ilnproves due to ne\v

landing equiplnent, then tIle airport runways as currently configured could Irandle 32

million passengers, without adding the third runway. Other infrastructure costs

would be required, however. It might mean commuter flights would be restricted.
If they could not compete against more efficient flight and those that bring the

greatest economic benefit, then they should be eliminated, just like other inefficient
businesses or operations are eliminated in the real business world. Arguments
concerning the need to provide frequent service to small towns just don’t make
economic sense. Similar arguments were used to stop the railroads from dropping
inefficient rail lines. Eventually, they had to since the government was not
subsidizing the industry operations any longer.

I
I
I
I
I
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9. A different set of questions need to be asked in assessing community
interest in supporting the expansion Of the airport. AS any market
researcher knows, the way a question is asked can lead to what ever answer
you want.I

I So far, the information provided to the business community has been limited. When
asked, "Would you support a third runway that costs you nothing and will create jobs
and encourage growth and international competitiveness?" They answer yes. When
the broader community is told that they will face two hour delays without a third
runway, they clearly would support it, again if the cost is zero. But what if we asked

the following set of questions:

I
I
I
I
I

Would the City of Seattle support a bond lew of $800 million to pay afFected
homeowners in the Southend?

Would Business vote for a new tax of $80 million per year to pay taxes on
affected home owners and to fix the schools?

What airplane operations would in economic at $5,000 per landing and takeofP

I
I
I

Ho\v \vould people south end feel about expansion if you said their property
taxes would be lowered ( potentially even in negative get a check from the

countY) depending on number of nights, noise level, time of day of night?
'(
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS/CONCERNS, PLUS MY
SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVE

Because there is so much at stake for the long term economic health of

Seattle and the South King County area, the economic data has to be

fundamentally reworked. It has to be developed to include all costs, direct and

indirect. The short term impacts and benefits have to be balanced with the longer
term benefits. The airport has to internalize the cost of the pollution it is
generating just like the rest of the manufacturing businesses.

i

i

i
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Only when this is done, will we know the true demand for the product. Just like
when a sawmill was free to burn its waste, neighbors bore the cost. Environmental
regulation made us stop and find a way of disposing of the waste differently. In a

similar vein, the airport takes as a free good, its right to generate flight operations
and the associated noise pollution. Mhtlo&aatMLaJ£
been shifted to the neighboring residents and communities. This has resulted in the price
being set too low for airplane operations and has created excess demand.

I

i

At a time that the Federal Government is running huge deficits, it is also
imperative, that we truly decide what is socially required. Using $600 million of
America’s scarce savings on a project that can not even generate 1% return on
investment is clearly not in societies near term interest. But more important,
building an ever bigger airport next to the heart of your city, probably is not even
desirable in the longer term.
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1 BELIEVE A CAREFUL LOOK AT THE ECONOMIC COSTS AND
BENEFITS COULD LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING CONCLUSION:

1. Eventually, transform SeaTac into a commuter airport, with primary
service to the west coast cities. The airport would be closed from 11 pm to 6 am.

I
2. Build another remote airport for International, cross continental flights

and for cargo operations (Boeing field might be optimal for cargo, esp. if SeaTac

were transformed to a commuter airport).I
I
I
I
I

3 . Link these operations with a light rail or bus service

4. Work with Portland and Vancouver in developing a broad Northwest
regional strategy to avoid duplication. Shifting some flight activity to Portland might
be in Seattle’s best interest, given the location of the Portland airport. We can no
longer afford to use narrow economic interests.

It is crucial that a more imaginative approach be taken than just taking one more
step in a direction that entrenches the existing airport as our only alternative.
Failure to do so will leave future generations wondering why we did what we did.
Why we took some of the most beautiful areas around the sound and turned them

into slums and warehouse. We accelerated the retreat of the population from the
city core, with all of the negative consequences seen in other major cities. We have

time to consider the economic issues carefully. The decision and the consequences

are too important to be rushed by inadequate and biased economic information.

I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF MARVIN FRANKEL'S SURVEY AND OTHER STUDIES

Richard O. Zerbe Jr.
Andrea Hambly

Population Surveyed
200 realtors and 70 appraisers from 40 suburban communities

surrounding O'Hare Airport were asked to fill out a survey with
greater emphasis given to individuals located in about 20
communities closest to the airport. The response rate was about
50c7,. 85 cyo of the realtors and twO thirds of the appraisers reportedly
spend at least 30 hours per week practicing their specialty. (pp.2)

I
I
I
I
I
I

Factors Affecting Residential Property Values
Quality of other dwellings in the neighborhood, proximity to

schools and the amount of property taxes were ranked as the three
primary concerns out of a list of twelve. Conversely, proximity to
jobs at the airport and related activities and access to the airport
ranked eleventh and twelfth on that list, implying that prospective
home owners assign these amenities a rather low value. (pp. 8)

How Well Informed Are Buyers?
Two thirds of the realtors thought that buyers were at least

moderately well informed and approximately half of the appraisers
thought the same. (pp.10)1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Buyer and Seller Behavior Toward Noise Affected Properties
A c:lear desire to avoid such properties was expressed by 42.2'7,

occasionally and by 49.lc70 frequently. 38c70 of sellers occasionally
put their homes on the market wholly or primarily because of noise
and 8.8% do so frequently. Lower than listed prices were sought
specifically because of noise by 42.3'7, of buyers occasionally and by
17.1 c/o frequently. (pp.12)

III. and IV. above indicate a thinner market on the buying side
for noisy properties. The presence of noise is used a s a bargaining
chip shows that there is a willingness to accept compensation via a
lower purchasing price for such disamenities as aircraft noise. (p.
13)

Property Turn-Over And Selling Time
While 53.8% of the realtors and 68.4% of the appraisers

thought that the turn-over of noisy properties was about average,
the remaining interviewees pretty well split down the middle with

1
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respect to below and above average turn-over time. Thus, 21.8'7, of
the realtors and 15.8'% of the appraisers thought the turn-over time
was below average and 24.4'7, of the realtors and 15.8'yo of the
appraisers believed the turn-over time to be above average. Clearly,
the results are inconclusive regarding the effect of noise on the
turn-over time of properties.

Concerning selling time, however, the results indicate that it
takes longer for noisy properties to clear the market than for quiet
ones. In fact, 75% of the realtors (appraisers were not asked this
question) believed that the selling time for noisy properties was
above average. 22.5'7, of them thought it took an appreciably greater
amount of time to sell such properties.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

To recap, the real estate market is affected by aircraft noise
primarily in the following ways:
1 ) Sellers are pressured into reducing their asking price to

compensate buyers for the disamenity of aircraft noise.
Demand is weakened because some prospective buyers do not
want to live in noisy surroundings.
Greater selling time is required to move such properties.
Supply could outstrip demand because people want to move out
of the area to escape the noise and buyers do not want to move
into the area for the same reason resulting in a weaker market
for that category of residential real estate.

2)

3)
4)

I
I

Impact Of Noise On Property Values
The survey also asked the realtors' and appraisers' opinion on

how much in percentage terms the value of a property might be
disc::ounted for being exposed to low, moderate, substantial, and
severe noise. First, they were to choose from a set of percentage
figures and draw on their past experience in dealing with such
properties. Secondly, they were asked to define properties they
knew about that were exposed to moderate, substantial, and severe
noise levels and assign their own percentage discount to these
properties. This was done for single-family housing in the first
case and for single and multi-family dwellings in the second case.

In the first case, the median % discount (pp. 18) ranged from
1.6'7, to 21.6'7, for the realtors and 1.2'7, to 16.5'Y, for the appraisers.
In the second case, the mean reduction in value was judged by the
realtors to lay between 3.9% and 6.5%--the Iow-noise level was not
included in this podion of the survey--and by appraisers between
2.7'7, and 12.7'7, for single-family homes. Multi-family dwellings
were assigned a median discount between 2.6% and 12.9% by realtors

I
I
I
I
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and 2.0'7, and 9.7'Y, by appraisers. Appraisers assigned a discount
consistently lower than did the realtors but the pattern for both
groups is the same. Also worth noting is the fact that multi-family
housing was discounted less by both groups reflecting perhaps the
greater mobility and a higher turn-over rate of these residents.
There is no long-term commitment to stay in the area; i.e., if the
noise becomes unbearable one can quite easily move to a quieter
area and these residents do not engage in the risk of losing on their
investment should property values fall as a result of increased
aircraft noise. (See the tables below)

I
I
I
I
I
I

ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS IN PROPERTY VALUES
DUE TO AiRCRAFr NOISE

MEDIAN REDUCTION
RealtorsNoise Level

Li w
Moderate
Substantial
Se'Jerb

-Mi>ra/sers
1.2%
3:dg/:

'1 b .6%
IB.5%

ITd:7:
'93;2;"

i'S:(i%
bi :6%-

I
I
I
I
I
I

Sample Size

(figures in parentheses are standard errors)

MEAN REDUCTION
SubstantialMoliiFateNoise Level Severe

Realto rs
a. Single-

Fami I
b. Multi-Family

3:diE
0.29
'
0.48

fFF;
0.34
2.0%
0.41

-9-.6%

0.47
6.8%
0.60

bI%
0.57
4.10/,
0.62

BIcE
0.81
1'
0.90

l"£:7%
0.98
iTNo
1.21

Appraise rs
'gii61-g-:
Famil

b. Multi-FamilyI
I
I
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The low, moderate, substantial, and severe noise levels were
then related to Ldn levels of 62.5, 67.5, 72.5, 77.5 Ldn respectively to
draw a comparison between the survey results and the results of
existing hedonic measures (refers to the use of the Property Value
Method which regresses the price of a home on its various
characteristics and neighborhood and environmental characteristics)
of noise impact on property values. However, these measures stem
from studies of airports other than O'Hare Airport. A hedonic
approach had not been taken yet with respect to O'Hare Airport. The
table below compares these results.

I
I
I
I
I

TYPE OF STUDY NOISE LEVEL (LDN:

Case I (MT

Realto rs
App raisers

5.5%
3.0%

I'3.0:?:
10.0% I

Case II I
I
I
I
I
!

Realt-o-r-;
SirlMHim
hulti FLI

3.9%
2.6%

dJdci
6.8%

6.3+J
-4.1 %-

16.4%
12.99:

Appraisers
siL-_m
Multi Rim

2.7%
'2.0%

12.7%
If:?:-

Hecionic Regression Studies

Single Family (0.58%
reduction per decibel
increase in the noise
level over 60 Ldn 1.4'/, 14.8'/, I .to/o 10.2c70

I
I
I
I

Ableson mentions a survey of households in Rockdale and
Marrickville that found that "80'7, of households underestimated
aircraft noise before they moved into the area and 20'% positively
regretted buying their house because of the noise, which is strong

4
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evidence that the adverse effects of aircraft noise are not always
fully reflected in house prices." This could also go the other way in
that noise paranoia may induce a greater, perhaps excessive,

Ableson offers other reasons for inefficiency
in the real estate market with respect to internalizing the
property depreciation.

disamenity of aircraft noise such as:
1 ) Increased costs to home owners when the market is in

disequilibrium after land-use changes. Some households will
be living in an environment no longer suitable to their needs.
Hedonic prices do not capture indirect or dynamic secondary
effects of amenities such as decreases in home and land
property maintenance because homeowners try to avoid
exposure to noise. This results in additional devaluation
property .

I
I
I
I
I
I
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2)

of the

Distribution of Benefits and Costs
The construction or expansion of an airport affects

homeowners and renters differently depending on when they settled
in the area surrounding the airport. While one could argue that the
residential real estate market internalizes a negative externality
such as aircraft noise via lower property values, this is only true
for that portion of the population which moved into the area after
the airport was constructed or expanded. Hence, these buyers and
renters were compensated through lower real estate prices and
rents. One might expect, however,--and the survey seems to confirm
this--that not all buyers and renters are equally well informed
about the true extent of the aircraft noise and thus might not have
been fully compensated for this disamenity. A lack of information
or misinformation leads to inefficiencies in the market as the
prices do not reflect the true value of a commodity, in this case,
real estate. On the other hand, homeowners who settled in the area
prior to the airport's construction or expansion not only incur a
financial loss as the value of their properties, and thus their home
equity, falls but also must adjust to an environment that no Ic:>nger

represents their preferences. What value might be assigned to the
loss of control over the enjoyment of one's home?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Land Use And Demographic Changes
The table below summarizes the results of several studies, all

except J.F. Gautrin's employing regression analysis. The R-squared
values range from .50 to .90 with most of them greater than .65.
Gautrin used a modified Moehring Model rather than a regression
analysis. (For description, see J.F. Gautrin (1975)) According to
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these studies, properties exposed to noise take a discount in value
ranging from 0.40% to 2.09% per NEF. Paik's result of a 2.09'7,
discount per NEF seems a bit high. Nelson reran that regression
which yielded an even higher discount, namely 2.2'yo. However,
Nelson feels that this merely reflects a much greater concern about
aircraft noise stemming from lack of information at that time
remembering that the study used 1960 data. Disregarding this study
would give a range of discount of 0.4% to 1.3% per decibel above the
threshold level of 20 - 25 NEF. In 1990, Uyeno et al. conducted a
property value study of Vancouver Airport to measure the impact of
noise on property values. Their result of a 0.65'7, discount falls well
within the range of figures of the earlier studies which seems to
indicate that the amount of noise discount has not changed over
time. The results also are similar for airports in diverse
geographical locations. Taking a simple average of the noise
discount in all these studies, one arrives at 0.65'7, Therefore, it's
reasonable to assume that the results of these studies may be
applied to Sea-Tac airport for a simple approximation of noise
impact on property values in the area surrounding the airport.

The following example will illustrate how in the aggregate the
economic loss via depressed property values due to aircraft noise
can be immense while seemingly small when looking at an individual
property .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Take one hundred thousand homes valued at $100,000 each situated
in the 65 Ldn zone. Apply first a .4'7, per decibel (above 55 Ldn) and
then a 1.3'70 per decibel.

i
I

100,000 homes X $100,000 X .4'7,X 10 dB 400,000,000

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

100,000 homes X $100,000 X 1.3'7, X 10 dB 1 ,300,000,000

Thus, the economic loss, in this case, ranges from $400 million to
$1.3 billion. The loss to the individual home owner ranges from
$4,000 to $13,000.

6
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ESTiMATED REMAiNiNG MiTt GAT10N COSTS for the SECOND RUNWAY at
SEA-.TAC INT'L AIRPORT

These costs are based on a variety of rnltlgatlon promIses made by
officials of Sea–Tac Int'1 Airport (STI A) to the surroundIng
comrnunlty. Many of the promIses date back to the Sea-"Tac
CommunitIes Plan of 3973. The area covered by these promises IS
wlthln the current Noise Remedy Program, the extent <::>f which is
a11egedly based on the 65 Lcin noise contour predicted for year 2000.
The 1991 65 Ldn noIse contour is substantlally greater,

EstImates are by Port of Seattle (POS)

1. OutrIght AcquisitIon

Only includes the currently defIned buyout area $
Does not inclu tIe larla "perrnanently" unaer 75 Lan bUt
not offered buyout due to incorrect noise contours.
A conservative estimate would be $ 1 00Pl* (Ascher\bach).

] [~'lx

2. Sound Insulation

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

a. Custom insulation– slngle famIly (SF) houses
$ 1 8,000 per house for construction

'$ 2,000 per house for administration
$20,000 per house x 2,700 houses $ 54rl

b. Cost share insulation SF houses
$ 8,000 per house for constructIon

'UM per house for administration
$ 1 0,000 per house x 6,600 houses $ 66 M

c. Put)1 ic buildlngs (68 bu11dings Identified)
PubIIc Schools
Other (includes churches, private SChOOls

put)lic & private hospltals, nursing homes,
libraries etc

$ 50 M

$ 22.5 M

4+, A /7



I
d. Multl-"farn11y residences

$4,000 per unit x 1 1 ,000 units
I
I
I
I

$ 44rt

$ 3 M
e. FloE>lle homes

$6,000 per unlt moving costs x 500 unlts
Estlrnate for next fIve years only

3. Transactlon Assistance

a. Special purchase optIon
75 SF expected to partlclpate x $ 12,000
(350 ellgible)

$ 900KX I
Ib. Regular transaction assistance

500 SF expected to participate x $7,000
(2,000 ellgible)
$7,000 is the average cost to reach full market
va1 ue

$ 3.5 M

I
i
I
I
I
I
I

Total POS estimate $255,9 rl

* M = m111{on: K = thousand

I
I
I+e •
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THE COSTS OF NOISE MITIGATION AT SEA–TAC INt'L AIRPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

by Hans Aschenbach M.B. A., Assistant Planner, city of Des Moines
24 January 1993

I
I
I
I

including: Mitigation paper #1 - Broken Promises
Mitigation paper #2 - Bad Noise Contours

BROKEN PROMISES

In 1973 the Port of Seattle (POS) co-sponsored the Sea-Tac Comtnunities
Plan. This doculnent promised hundreds of millions of dollars in noise
mitigation to residents of the Highline area which surrounds Sea-Tac
Int'l Airport. POS endorsed the plan by resolution 2626 on 8 June 1976.
Since then POS has been very long on representations that it has the best
noise mitigation program in the nation, but very short on funding and
performance of its promises. (see attachment) The $110 million in 'noise
expenditures' that Port spokesmen continuously tout, barely scratch the
surface of one of the worst airport noise problems in the nation.
Furthermore more than half of this expenditure was actually used to
increase flight line safety zones for an airport which is physically too
small. The fact that this program removed homes from under
thundering aircraft on final approach or takeoff is billed as 'noise
mitIgatIon .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Over the past twenty years POS has revised its Noise Reme c:ly Program
numerous times, each time promising an angry public tnore mitigation,
but doing very little to deal with the problen:I. What POS did do was to
change the outyear of the all important planning period on which its
program is based from 1993 to the year 2000.

POS has always hoped that two things would happen I ) that newer
quieter aircraft would shrink the noise contours and 2) that new housing
stock, insulated at the owners expense, would replace the older housing
which POS had promised to insulate. In reality the noise contours are
not shrinking as predicted (see discussion in mitigation paper #2) and
given the housing conversion waiting game, POS has condemned
thousands of citizens to a lifetime of unending noise intrusion. In fact,
under several ways of calculating the rate of mitigation, the results are
always similar: POS has placed the Highline Community on a 100 year
mitigation timetable - for the second runway.

I
I
I



I
I
IAD NOISE CONTOURS

The 1973 Sea-Tac Communities Plan produced a series of noise contour
maps for the present ye4r 1973 and progressing to the twenty year
out),ear 1993. Airport nbise was said to be at its peak in 1973 and
would steadily decrease Qver the next two decades. By 1984 POS
realized that it had drasjically missed its targets. POS resolution 2943,
8 Jan 85, solved the loothing problem of 'broken promises' by changing
the outyear to the year 2000.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Subsequent map series, 1984/85 and 1991 gave a similar picture of
shrinking noise contours. Instead of shrinking as the 1984/85 series
predicted, the 1991 nois+ contours are actually larger on the
north/south axis then they were in 1985. Not only did POS miss the
magnitude of change, it qidn't even get the direction right. When
coraronted with this infdrtnation POS spokespersons have called it a

temporary ' increase .

It has been difficult for local jurisdictions to make POS accountable for
its bad noise contour predictions. Comparability of the map series has
been difficult because o+er the years POS has made numerous changes
to its models. When the fact that the contours weren't shrinking as POS

predicted became appar+nt, local jurisdictions had to seek their own
explanation. POS has not been helpful. The reason for the bad noise
contour predictions is that the assumptions behind them are faulty.

I
i
I
I
I

Despite other bad predic+ions POS has stuck by its noise contours for the
year 2000 which are the basis of its Noise Remedy Program Area
(NRP A). To concede a potential error would cotnmit POS to increasing
the size of the NRP A and thus potential mitigation costs. POS has
recently estimated that ihsulation costs for second runway nritigation in
the NRPA would run more than $250 million. That amount of course
does not include potential buyout of areas that remain in the larger 75
Ldn contour. The costs Of mitigation in an urban environment such as
the Highline area are endrmous. I

I
I
I
I

Given the inadequacies &
planners currently have n
noise effects and costs oJ

mitigation costs are Brea[e
Plan has unfairly unders

Flight Plan noise exposure maps, local
o way to make an accurate assessment of the
the third runway. Because these noise
r by far at STI A than at any other site, Flight

ated the costs of the third runway.
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Sea-Tac Communities Plan--plan period 1973- 1993.
Acquire all property:
' currently in 80 Ldn.
• permanently* in 75 L(in
1IIgUjaje 5,790 single family homes permanently* in 70 Ldn.
Insul4}p publ ic schools and multi family residences

permanently+ in 70 Ldn.

Federal Government authorizes Part 150 Progran.1979

1984

1985 Sea-Tac Part 150 Program--plan period 1980-2000.
InstIllle addItional 4,000 single family homes

permanently' in 65 L(in.

Revise pubIIc buIldIng Insulatlon to include hospItals,
prIvate sdhooIs, nursIng llomes, churches, librarIes, etc.

1988

Mediated Agreement --pI an period 1980- 2000 .
InsqIale all pubIIc buildings permanently+ in 65Ldn.
by full insulatIon costs for all s{ngle family

homes in program.

1990

Port plans third runway1992

'Minimum of twenty (20) years.

REALITY

Aau is{tion of property conwnences
primary reason: federal and
local safety criterIa.

AcquIs it IQn :
• $36.2 milIIon spent, program

not complete .
!n§tII it ten :
• $0 expended.

InstIl a! i on :
• 21 single family homes from

1985- 1987

Lug ! ! it jgn :
• AdditIonal $41.6 million spent
IItSql gt lon :
• 229 slngle fam11y homes.

Acqqis lt{on program not complete:
• 30 parcels remaIning.

Expend. to date - $90 m1111on
Many ellgtble propertIes not in
program due to inaccurate
noise predictions

IQ§U1 gtI on :
less than 700 single famIly
homes .
no schoo1 s .
public build{ngs--demo only.
no multi fam11y buildings .
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VI. COSTS AND EFFECTS OF
AIR TRANSPORTATION CAPACITY CONSTRUhIS

a

Executive Summary

This executive Sumrnarr highlights the results from case study analysis of the costs ad effecB

of air capacity constraints. A case study approach was tdcen to identify the costs ad efi-ecB of

air capacity constraints ad their implications for Washington. The following are the key

findings in the case study areas.

a There are direct eCOnOmiC COStS &dsing f:OFt capacic:/ cons=aiRes. These COStS are the

additional operation& cosis incurred by airlines as a result of delay. They also include

the v Hue of passengers’ time lost due to delays.

B

•

Currently, there is liit Ie evidence of wider economic cos:s associa:ed with existing air

capacity consu£ncs. However, there iS an exDecu:ion that at some time in the future

capacity constraincs will have economic costs.

B There is little evidence of wider economic effects upon the location and expansion

decisions of business and hence upon economic development. Air capaciFr is a

considendon for industrial location and expansion. However, ic is one among many

factors influencing economic develooment.

a Airports and airlines work around capacity constrain IS to increase passenger throughput.

There is evidence that congestion at San Francisco International has resulted in

displacement of sewice to ocher regionU aiQons.

a Airports have made speciac operational adjustments in response to congestion. They are

also engaged in extensive planning efforts co identify options for increasing capacity.

Source Effects of Air CaDacit
Staa



IIte aCOltVrntc a/HI Jvclat llrt portaIICe oy

Air Transponalion for Washington I
I

DISCUSSION DRAFT

a
At Vancouver International and Boston Logan the frequency of service provided by the

commercial scheduled airlines is largely unaffected by the capacity constants.

fypTcafly,–lftEere''I–s a hunt tIn more service it is added. I
Ia Tae bulk of genen1 aviation operations have been effectively relocated to other £rpons

in the vicinity to address capacity constraints. I
I
I
I
I

a Access to a major aiQon from regional areas by

adversejy imDac:ed by CLineat caoacity constants.

does not appear to have been

Introduction

This seccion examines the potential costs and effects for Washington’s economy that might adse

from a shortfall in Ur Lansporation capacity in central Puget Sound. Rather than attempt to

"model" ay economic costs rising from an air caDacity shQnfUl, the analysis descdbes the

expected efi eels of a ca?acity shoaage and draws conclusions about their likely impacts on the

wider economy. I
I
I

The assessment draws on the technical analysis presented in che preceding sections of this repoR

and from additional cue study research.

The section is organized as follows: I
I
I
I

a The nature of air transportation caoacitv constants.

a

a

Expected conseauences of air capacitY constraints.

Case study analysis of the effects of capacity constraints.

I
I
I
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Recent Couplet:ed or Proposed Runways & Construction Costs

AirDort / State

le Sea•'Tac, WA

2 . Dallas/Fort Worth, TX

Denver International,

Louisville, KY

5 . Orlando, FL

6 . Nashville, TN

Vancouver / B. C .

8 . Cincinnati, OH

9 . Houston, TX

10. Kansas City, MO

( in
Cost

millions )

$500

$475

$380

$350

$168

$114

$100

$70

$60

$50

# of Runways

1 Dependent

2 Independent
1 Dependent

5 Independent

2 Independent

1 Independent

2 Independent

1 Independent

1 Independent

1 Independent

1 Independent

Year
Completed

1998

1996
1986

1993

1992

1990

1989/90

1996

CO

1990

1987

1990

Total cost to pay off a $500 nillion debt over 20 years
including interest and other carrying charges is 2.35
times the debt, or $
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PRELIMINARY RECO}D(ENDATIONS OF REGIONAL COWISSION ON
AIRPORT AFFAIRS FOR AMENDMENTS TO REGIONAL

AIRPORT SYSTEM PROGRAM

I. mD InN
Based upon all of the various input to the PSRC process,

the RCAA nakes the following reconnendations for anendnent of
the Regional Airport Syst eu Progran . Many of the
reconnendation8 refer to capacity and other issues at Sea-Tac
International Airport ("STIA") o

I
I
I
I

le lured!-tely ylaee Into "f feet Heasur©s to conserve
83111 CapacIty and B„hance ExIst;lay Resou-ee9e

These neasures are intended to nake the nost efficient use
of available resources at the lowest potential costs to the
public

a)

The 1991 Capacity Enhancenent Study prepared for the
POS indIcates that significant savings of potential delays at
STIA through navigational and other inprovenents to the existing
facility. The utilization of these and other suggested neasures
will allow significant savings and increase the actual
operational capacity of the existing airfield.

I
I
I

b)

e bUS

The FAA has reconnended that Denand Managenent
Measures be adopted at congested airports to reduce operations
and shift flights f ron busy tines e Such neasures nay be
econoaic or regulatory in nature and involve an increase in
landing fees for sna11 capacity aircraft. This wiIT have the
effect of shIftIng operations froa sua11 occupancy aircraft
( ”SOA's-) tO high occupancy aircraft ( ”HOA’S") e Such neasures
will reduce congestion and conserve valuable operational
capacity at STIA.

I
I
I
I
I

1
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I
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C)
TOy Numbers of Connectin'I Passengers. I

I
I

In conjunction with denand nanagenent treasures being
taken at STIA, Boeing Field ("BFI") should be utilized for
certain connuter operations,

BFI has a passenger terninal which is not currently being
used. BFI would be opened to connIIter operations for which is
well suited given its proxinity to downtown, less travel tline on
congested 1''5 and it conpact: size which reduces in''terninal
transit, These factors would be inport:ant to local residents
whose sole purpose is connuting to or fron one destination like
Portland, Spokane or Vancouver B.Ce Linited nuraber of
connecting passengers could be transferred to STIA by vans or
other ground transportation,

I
I

BFI would be used in conjunction with denand nanagenent
techniques at STIA, Carriers could avoid higher landing fees
for SOAs by using BFI, which would continue to offer landingfees consistent with current STIA fees. I

I
I
I
I
I

2 Rejy oz, x,end; ta ), Itline and IiI FeLt oye, at Ions and
For'_=east 's 8UpL'O rt fOI Pl-xl Decisions,

The measures identified in Section 1 herein are ones that
require active steps to inplenent, However on a policy basIs,
the PSRC should rely on certain other identified trends that are
predicted to occur, The two that are the nest significant are
the following

a)

Trends proj ect:ing Into the future suggest that larger
aircraft will be used, Indeed, the projections presented to
flight Plan suggest that about 25, 000, 000 nore passengers per
year can be acconnodated on only 120, 000 nore operations, while
it currently takes about 360, ooO operations to serve 16, ooo, ooo
passengers , I

I
I
I
I

This is Indeed a dranatic trend. The actions of the a£tJ,W
!,'ortioll of the plan support this trend and bolster its use as a
part of the RASP,

2
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I b)

I
I
I
I

As we have noted, there are nany signs that the
predictions of future passengers nay be significantly
overstated . Fare increases , alternative connunicat,ion
techniques, and consolidation of existing carriers all point to
the possibility of less travel per person than was the case in
the 1980’s.

Reliance on this trend as a plan neasure is appropriate and
in support of the actions taken in other parts of the plan
calling for physical inprovenent:s, Measures to use lower cost
neans of providing extra capacity are consistent with allowing
noIre tille to deterlaine whether these trends will actually occur.
They also balance the need for further possible future short-
falls in capacity with responsible nanagenerit of public funds.

I C) m
Ua

Conlnuni_cati O, I and

I
I
I
I

Into the next century it is not inpossible to see
developnent and connon use of alternative neans
connunication+ Several of these have the potential
substantially reduce the current reliance on air travel ,
two nest significant are the following.

the
of
to

The

i) H&ne . Recent reports by the High
Spee ci Rail Connission support the proposition that High Speed
Rail will be a feasible alternative neans of transportation in
the aid-tern future. Such facilities have the real potential
for renoving certain connuter operations f ron STIA.

I
i
I

country appears to be on the verge of alternative means of
connunicatione These include the ever-increasing use of fax
nachines and video conferencing, Both techniques offer
alternatives to physical , face-to-face connunicatlions.

BeV{_', a„ lnned late PrOg r-'- £O' Develo,'aent of a 8eeoad
It,;,Oit Conpa,able IIE 8128 and Fuaet ton vltb 81:1),,

The third step in the plan is to connence siting procedures
for a second airport in the central puget sound region. The
Flight Plan report also calls for a second airport to be
developed, the preference being operation of Paine Field by the
year 2000.

I
I
I
I
I

However, the Paine Field facility is not proposed to be
conparable with STIA in function or nuraber of operations and
passengerso Because STIA cannot deal with the narntier of
passengers and anounts Of cargo predicted in the future, the
second airport should be coal>arable with STIA and be prepared to

3
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provide functions not possible at STIA.

The search area for the second airport will be
significantly broadened by the possible developnent of light'-
rail or high-speed rail facilitiese Such facilities could
provide reasonable travel tines between population centers and
the new airport. This is especially true if a new airport is
sited adjacent to the 1'-5 corridor.

The second aIrport should be prepared to open by the year
2005 e

Conti,Rue use of STI), as Major ),i= car'{e= At,yO,-t

Coi,jq„ctloa vith tb© 8ecoa'l li , PO--te

The fourth part of the plan calls for STIA to reaain the
najor air carrier airport until the second airport is opened. I

Additional runway capacity is deleted at STIA because
insufficient space is available for ground facIlities. In
addition, the funds required for the third runway are so
substantial (about $450 ni11ion) that it will detract fIron
planning and inplenentation for a second airport:e in addition,
considerations of environnental inpact and equity to long-inl>act
STIA neighbors nitigate against additional capacity at STIA.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

It is also the objective of the plan to reduce STIA
operations, A required reduction of STIA operations will assure
that a second airpor:::rt will becone econonica11y viablee

Further a reduction of STIA operations will allow the
elinination of the four-post plan and a return to the Elliott
Bay (north) and the 1-5 (south) approaches which offers noise
abatenent and nitigation to thousands of 1residents e

),dept to, Reeo'!„„e,Id :,dept to!! of )
P{ !,- z,ee Heasu z es RbI eb yijI
! HEIDI ;Bq;, IInt IOl! ,

gave=:lanGe and
),ssa re Plan

To assure the inplenentation of a successful plan, certain
nodificatlions to financial and governnenta1 structure are
necessary. These changes are to prinarily related to a) how the
provisions of the plan will be financed and b) who will be
responsible to conplete the tasks requirede I

I
I
I
I

a)
New Facilities ,

Construction of new airport facilities requires a
significant capital expendituree Since new facilities are tO
beIIef it future air travellers , those current travellers should

4



I
I support new facilities, The prinary way in which these

travelers now pay is through "passenger facilities charges"
recently authorized by federal legislal:lone Steps should be
taken that PFC’s currently collected at STIA be available for
financing of new airport facilities, This would involve a need
to nodify federal and state legislation to allow transfer of
these funds 8

I
I
I
I
I

b) Cu II-eIIt Goveti-ll„enta 1_ Structure
Dcvc1 ODmeJIt iS liladeq11atc e

for Air bolt

Current state law allows individual local governnents
to own and operate airports. This includes cities, counties and
port districts. However, no governnental unit has the
responsibility to site, construct or operate airports. In
addItion, there is no agency which can operate airports on a
regional basis and with regional financial and jurisdictional
powers. Finally, there is no agency that would coordinate
airport operations for a nulti airport systen. (Note that the
POS has expressed no interest in the ownership or operation of
a second airport in the Puget Sound regione )I

I
This plan reconnends the creation of a region-wide

authority for ownership and operation of airport.Se Such an
authority could be appointed by a regional governnental body
such as the PSRC

I
I
I
I
I
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Special Report
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AIRPORTS, NOISE,
AND AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT

LTte following special report was prepared by Matthew
Rosenberg, director , O' Hare Citizens Coalition,

Communications Director . National Airport Watch Group]

In recent years, airport noise has &come a serious issue
that now oaupies center stage in the ongoing debate over
how Amuica can achieve the exlnnded airport capacity
needed to remain canpetitive in the global economy. It’s no
surprise that the rDie issue Ins auended sirue airline
deregulatial gave flight to huge increases in air travel.
America’s airports have &come saetched to the bRaking
point as txwding passengers nearly doubled, from 235
million in 1977 to 453 million in 1991. That nurntnr is
projected by the Feeal Aviation Adminisuation to grow
by anothn 60 FeRent over tIe next 11 years. The forecast is
for wbstantial air cargo growth, as well.

Even ifall“planrBd improvements,” many including new
runways, were achieved at primary airlxxts, there would
still be 33 airports suffering “severe congestion” in 1997,
accading to the FAA40mmissiored relx>n released last
year, 'Challenge 201(L Planning for the U.S. Airport
Capacity Needs of the Year 2010 and Beyond.” This report,
by a team including fmmer AirEnrt Cjma&xs Council
International head J. D(maId Reilly and former FAA
Adminisuator IXxlald Engpn, rna that among the 33
airports when planred improvements would int alleviate
sevae congadon are O'Hare, Dallas Fort.Worth, Atlanta,
Boston, Kalnedy, Ld]uartha, Newnk, Atlanta,
Mimeapolis, Seattle, St Ix)ui& San Franciuo, San Jae,
Los Angela, lqloenix, and Salt lake City.

Rat of the World Far Ahead

Meanwhile, as Intda ova new runways rage around tIn
airports ewing Chicago, St Louis, Dallas, Minrnapolis,
Seatde, Phoenix, and elsewhere, the rest of the world is far

atnaiofAmerba in constructing new airpats. New airports
is one “compdtion” issue that tIan=ends blind txx)stedsn
and has teal mnolnic oonuqwnces. TIn calntHes that

invest in upgrading their airport in aasauctun while Inning
critical envirarmartal cornans over airport noise will have
a decided al%nta8p in handling economic growth and the
major incnasa in air traffic.

Since the 1970s, major lew airports have hen built for
tIn regions of bris, Munich, London, Jakarta, Riyadh, and
Jedcbh. New airports are under construction now for Osaka,
Seoul, Manu, and Milan, and are planned for Athens,
Tokyo, and Hong Kong, IDssibly Warsaw and Berlin. Japan

intends to build wveral major new airports apart from Osaka

and Tokyo, and China sent shock waves through the

international business community by announcing this
sumrnu that it would suk Western capital to help finance
SIX new aIrports.

Airport Noise ReFX)n

I) do 3 / . q &
Airport Noise Report

Promising Developments in U.S.

In comparison, American has ben bigger on studying
new aiqxxts than getting them built, although that's starting
to change. As early as 1977, in a feNn to the U.S.
Transportation Secretary, the FAA observed that up to 10

major few U.S. airports would tn needed by 21XX) and that
large buffer zones were required to avoid serious
community noise irnlncts. Since that date, not dae major
new airport has yet wened in the United States. The
reslnnsibility to build public support for new airports lies
outside Washingtal, DC. To wit, ale maju trade journal
reports, “a top FAA official has ken overheard telling an
industry group that the agency is so husBand by the lack of
new airport starts that its policy now is to sit bmk and watch
as public frustratial builds over system delays.”

However, there have tx:en some promising (kvelopments
in the United States. First and faemost is the 33,(XX}acre
new airport to serve the lknver regial, now nearing
completion. The rnw Dallas-FL Worth airport yielded
mixed results. Built on nearly 16,(XX) nes in 1974, at some
distance from downtown, it was first ridiculed as un distanl
Now a vital hub, the airport is embroiled in battle with its
neightx)rs over expansion. In Orlando, FL, McCoy Air
Force Base was converted to a 15,(XXbun airpat now
handling nearly 3CD,(XX) annual flights. Military aviation
facilitia are tiring converted to oommacial m joint.uu
airports in New Yolk's Hudson Valley region, in Myrtle
Beach, SC, outside St T ouis in St Clair C))unty, IL, and in
Austin, TX. Austin's new site any tn tm close to
neightxxh(xxls, ucrxding to nme 1(x:al obwvns. The
Hudson Valley and St lx)uis region military field
convusions have given impetus to community'baud noise
groups. and in their ey® tIn wdict is still all

One clem bright spl like IRaTe, is the lundy clarifial
plan for a new ex.urtnn airport south cfChiago, following
tIn well<lesewal cbfat ofanill.inspbed, in 4ity site that
would have nquhed tIe ckstruction ofnarly 10,(XX) tunes
amI the closure oforn&again reinvigorated Midway
Airport AIm ilhMadve of g(x>d planning and tIn “dare to
tB tx)Id” apprwh lneded for21stCbntury airp(ns are the

land banking of 15,(XX) urn in Ihhndale by the City of las
Angeles fm a joint-un airlDtt, alxl ambitious plans for new
mega.ahprts, e&h more dun 20,(XX) fires, in Nonh Texas
alxl Martin County, FL, halfway tntw wn Orlando and
Miami.

Thae’s more still. New airports are BrIde wious study
for the regions of San Diego, Minreapolis, New Orleans,
Atlanta, Boston, Seattle, Nortlnast£rn, OH, Long Island,
and in Alatnma, Arkansas, Arizara, Oklahoma, Nebraska,
Kentucky, and North Dakota in most of the atx)ve
instances, feasibility studies are well underway. Most of the

sites are decidedly ex-urban, yet with fairly quick access for
substantial num hrs of users, access that will tn even

quicker as propoud high speed rail links are implemented.
The urban regions airjDrts under study are envisioned
mainly as passenger facilities. Some of the others are
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proF>sed primarily as air cargo centers. In many cases

suong business supp)rt and significant government interest
have developd Many build-no build decisiars will hinge
on canmunity acceptance, size, Imadon ala in some cases

runway layoul

C"'ommunity Acceptance

Community uceptance of new airports cannot tH
achieved by the insistence that technology alone will negate
tIe noise problem. The public does not regard the newer
“Stage 3” jets as the unqualified solution to jet noise, and
rightly so, considering the mural rnise levels of those plana
(particularly the larger ones), often exceed singleevent
no& thresholds for annoyance, speech inerfennce, and
sleep disruption.

Even the FAA sums to realize more xutely now that
carcerns over jet noise horn current or new airports can tn
expected to remain a major consideration even as new jets
cartinue to gradually replace their older cwnterp©ts.
FAA’s summary npcxt in its ':National Program for
Integrated AiQolt Systems - 199(F1999” (NPIAS) clearly
states some reality checkpoints band not on technology but
on the interplay txlween airports and their neightx)rs. 'The
opportunities to expand airports or to build major new ones
an limited by a lack of suitable sins, &aBU most land Ins
aheady hen developed for residential or commercial use or
has hen ruuved for consuvation and rwnation.”

New airport pn4Dnents in Ihnver have the right idea, as

do bukus of the large, well-buffaed ex.urban sites
pnlxjud for Nonleasern Illinois, North Texas, and
Florida They know, to &gin with, wMi they want to avoid:
an outlaged noi%-haunted publk. Fran San Diego to
Boston, from S atIle to Raldgh-Datum, fran New Jnwy

' to St Louis, to Ph(enix, to Los Angeles, to Minnalx)Iis, to
Chicago, to Dallas, airp(n no& has tnccxne an issue of
laId, often ear-splitting conaoversy. Comrnunity groups are
imr%singly well.mobiliza Some, in at, are now twked
with municipal governmart funds; wmies of hard-nowd
volunBas; asistance hom lawyns, community aganizus,
experts on airpcxt delays and rniw metres; and strong
support from elected offnials at all levels.

Many of an community groups and kx:aI governments,
which regard than as asets, have finally tuned the oornn
in the airp'on expansion battle. These stu:alled “anti.no&”
inBlests have swzeded in making it clar they are not
against noiu or against airlx>rts, but that they are against
excnsive and increasing noise in oommunities that are
already tnadng more than their fair share of the national jet
noise burden. And they are against poor airport systems

planning. Most irnponantly, many are actively working for
imnased airpat capacity through the development of
carefully-sited, new ex-urban airports.

As always, the question of “Who P4ys?” arises. Funding
sources are varied, and can include tx)nds, private capital,
substantial federal dollars (as for Denver), the new la:al
airport local tax (Passenger Facility Charge) allowed by
Congress, and conceivably municipal, county , or state

I
I
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funds. The accumulated and futtae revenues from the

special federal use tax on all commercial air passenger
tickets are a major potential fInding same for new airports,
even thargh other system needs are fun&d from this pool as

well. Still, some detractors say tIe airline industry can't
support new airports or that demand will in weak However,
tIn FAA’s projections, even if they’re off nawwtut, are
still for slbstantial growth. Recent iBws shows signs of an
econanic rwovery. Morn wr, as the rest of the world, and
Asia in lwdcular, pnxned to build new airports and
implement mae high speed rail, does AInedca really waIt
to sit ©ound fretting that on uonomy won't tB on the
ul>swing in a few years at tIn most? lb we want to neglect
dB importance of new airports as a maix stimulus to tInt
very growth we want?

Yet anodnr argumalt against few airports cann from
some high-sped rail twkers, who downplay the great speed
advantage of planes over even the fastest Bains on the
drawing tx)aId, na to mention the trains in use now. Still,
&xlay’s “high wed aains,” most going 1(X) to 2£X) m.p.h.,
are part of the systems solution to airpott gridkx:k But it
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cuts the other way, ux>. The “Uains - but no more plana
crowd” MIds to overlook tIn crucial rob tInt tIe mae
smoothly functioning, sensitively exlnnded and amity-
enharx:ed airlxxt system will play in ataaaing more train
usage. It is no surlxise thaI maly new airport In>Ix>saIs
irnlude high.wed rail, and that rail inBlests ae age to
calnnt tlnir tlacks and trains with curraIt and fualle

Ialrport£

Clarion Call

Realizing that lual cotwns abta jet noise and the
ilnrusing strength ofunoin grwps” Will int in diminigled
no matter what legislation is lnswd by CXingress, tIn
“C'Mar8e 2010” npontn©d atxive nlxeents 8clarioa
call to those mnceated with tIn need for tnae airpott
@!wity. It is a kndmalk for what italaats alxl wta it
rnolnmald£

It's no©wtxthy that the report wu mgmsted by the FAA
to meet a sata&xy nquiranent of the Airport Safety and
Capnity Expansion Act of 1987, to cbvelop an “ovaaU
ai,po,i system plan though the yen 2010 which will astm
lalg.tam availability ofaIequaB abp'on system apuity.

PP

To meet that need, Reilly and Engen, along with a team of
airline officials and OdIn uurspottadon expas, call for a
rbfocuBd efFort on building lew airports in well'MFend,
ex-alban londons. 'Challarge 2010” breaks sharply with
tIn ''expnd 'ern 'all they hIrst at the seams and tIen some”
uhml of thought that has largely charuerized aiqxxt
systems devel@ment in the United States

InMad, the nport ©gues that an ally will delays tn
largely unimproved and cilncity gains nlaavely m(xlest if
new runways are built at existing primary aiqx>rts, but that
such projecB ue in many cases unlikely to get off the
drawing board anyhow, due to intense communIty
r€sbtalce. In fact, the “Challenge 2010” team makes this
point no fewer than a halfqjozen ama in the nIX)it, and

Airport Ndse Report
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asserts that the only logical alternative for real long-term
aviation capuity growth is the construction of carefully-
pbced new “waypcxts” on 20W aaes in more, away from
densely-populated neas, but still cloe ernugh to dlaw local
as well as connecting traffic.

Proper definition of wayports is irnponant. The Reilly-
Engen “Challenge 2010” report notes that wayjDrts are not,
as deaKtors have claimed, nme bEnn fantasy ofaiqx)as
in the middle of nowhere, but that the work and the concept
are in fact very appropriate for the kind of new airports the
calntry needs, situated in “evolving populadal areas” on a
large land mass to minimize Queries over noM, to facilitate
fualn expansion, to lxovi& ample spue tx)th for imlx)nant
airport-nlated business develq>meat, and for anticilnted
new superM)nic and sulnr.jumtx) jets.

New, well-buffered airpolts will allow for the
implernentation of legitimate “land use planning,” a concept
often misapplied in relation to communities affected by
t(xlay’s busy airports. These are communities where
neightDrhCXXls ard rwidents often pndate the tnavy
oommercial air traffic brought on by daegulatial,
canrnunities in some uses that were lxomiud “in more
runways,” communities where in any case it often is &x) late
to dismiss the public prasure for fair and balanced noise
limits in favor of bulldozing our way to something called
“rniw comlntibility.”

Most anesting in “Challenge 2010” is the call for “an
involwrrent and support of ... the general public,
paticularly those rwiding proximaB ID present and future
airport facilities” in efforts to get new, responsibly'sited
ai,po,B built The authors are al to soanthing. Some
organizadals tnlonging to the National AiqDrt WadI
Group, fully aware they will still pay their fair shan of the
“Hice ofplogress' thlough continuing airport lnise in their
neightDthmls, IUTe alnady tngun devoting mwh time and
ernrgy to building public st44xirt for new “green grass”
airports, where nuM, and whae dey can tn accepted.

The FAA, apparently hauled by support from the
luminaries on the Reilly.Engen team for the agclry's own
informal rnommendations of lew ex.urban airports,
h<nrdal most of the 'Challenge 2010” oopks intended for
public distribution. This nponedly ®mpted calls hom
calgrnstnen, organizations, consulting firms, aId at least
one tnnk claiming that they were tang denied access to the
nport Ultimately, a businusman hom North C©olina had
10,(XX) copies pdntal, and salt ore to every memtnr of
Congress, among othus. This uine “get up and go” spirit
can glutly aid })int efForts by diverse interests trying to win
community aneptance ofnsponsibly sited, well-buffered
new airports in the United States. For reasons environmental
arM economic, we can’t afford not to take control of the
process.A
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Sarasota Bradenton Int’l

FAA APPROVES LARGEST
PART 150 GRANT EVER MADE

The largest dlmation of grant money ever made for a Part
150 Airport Noise Compatibility Program, $5.6 million, has
ken an>rowed by the Fe<bral Aviation Administration for
the Sarasota Bradenton International Airport

The money will tn used for the purchase of residential
property in Sarasota and Manatee counties located in the 75
dB DNL noise contour arwnd the aiqDa

“We are now waking on the application nquiled to tn
canpked for tIn FAA to give us this many, “ said
Detx)rah Murphy, manager of the airport’s Noise Atntement
lkpartment. At least 65 propenies are eligible for buyout
with the money, she said.

The FAA plans to issue the grant by March 1, 1993,
accading to the airport

Sarasota Awards 'Good Neightx)r’ Airlinu
The Saranta Bralenton International Airport Huntly

hauled uveral airlines for tning “g(xxI neighlnrs,” that is,
scheduling at least 70 percent of their operations with Stage

3 aircraft. lbIta alxl United met the qtnta, which ux)k effect
on (ht. 1 at the tnginning of the fis)al yen in (k:totnc and
lklu, United, and US Air male the list in Novemtnr. United
uheduled kX) peIcent of its opaatials using Stage 3
aircraft fa tx>th months.

The goal of the ahpoR authority is to have the major
enders un all Stage 3 qnrations by fis:aI year 1996. It
inIuses the penenta8e of Stage 3 olnradons nquiled to
InCh “gag neightx)r” status by 10 percent euh yearA

Conferences

IATA C'ONFERENCE
TO ADDRESS ENVIRONMENT

The Innawialal Air Transport Assuiadon will tx)Id a
caIfennce in Washington, DC, on Man:h 24'26, 1993, on
air uansport and the envirulment.

An intanational lund of SHakers will aidless a brmd
range of topics, including the implications for air aanslx>n
after the Rio envhonrnental summit, whethu airports are
doing enough to minimize tlnir imput on the environment,
policy ®tions fu dealing with the enYbonlnental probleIns
raised by travel and tourism, whether rnise and emission
technology is effective and povicks affordable wluaons for
On industry, the impact of aircraft emissions on the
aunospheB, the effectiveness of environmental regulations,
the Japanese experience in regulations airports, and the role
of economic and final incentives/disincentives.

SHakers at the conference include repesentatives of
IATA, the International Civil Aviation Organization, the
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A high speed ground transportation system would alleviate much if not all of the future
airport construction requirements if it were extensively implemented and supported. The
proposed construction of a new high speed ground transportation system in the State of
Washington would connect both Eastern and Western Washington. It could initially be
extended to Eugene at the Southern end of the Willamette Valley, and then to Southern
oregon and into Northern California. This high speed ground transport system could also
connect with a similar system to connect Southern and Northern California as the basis for
a long distance regional high speed system throughout the Paci6c Coast states. It would also
allow an expansion of conventional Amtrak rail passenger services.

I
I
I

The proposed high speed ground transportation system in the State of Washington would
have a number of associated bene6ts. It would eliminate the need to remove 1,5(X) to 3,000
homes which are adjacent to the SeaTac Airport property. The high speed ground transport
system would reduce noise levels near the airport itself and overall community noise levels
in general. The high speed ground transport system would eliminate air pollutant emissions
directly from the transport vehicles themselves, and could be operated without needing to
import and burn any oil.

The HSGT system proposed to be built in the State of Washington could alleviate much a
not all of the expected future SeaTac congestion. It would enhance economic growth and
development throughout the state and adjacent areas of the Paci6c Northwest to tie the
entire region closer together as a single economic unit. This system could reduce the transit
times for both freight and passengers between cities to provide a means for reducing overall
transportation costs for both goods and people and facilitate long distance commuting. It
would reduce both urban and rural traffic congestion in terms of gridlock and dso reduce
winglock at airports. It would reduce highway and road maintenance costs at the same time.

I
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This HSGT system would also facilitate interlinkages with urban mass transit system, wHch
are also becoming increasingly electrically'powered so as to alleviate auto tra£6c problem.
For all of the above reasons, high speed ground transportation should be considered as a
alternative to either the expansion of the present SeaTac Airport or of the construction of
a new or expanded airport. In implementing such a system, consideration should be gven
to the development of an initial core rail transit system to connect Bellingham, Olympia and
Ellensburg with Seattle. This high speed rail network should be interlinked with present and
fbture urban mass transit systems. Priorities at SeaTac Airport would then be placed on
long distance flights with the shorter trips below 3(X) miles to go by rail.

The present SeaTac Airport should be kept in its present location and corHguration without
the addition of a third runway. If a new airport is necessuy, a remote location at the Grant
County Airport in Moses lake in Eastern Washington would be pracdcd to handle
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international flights, cargo nights and passenger aights to Eastern Washington from outside
of the Northwest area. The fbture rail passenger'system should be linked to these airports
as well as to downtown urban centers.

The possible growth of new manufacturing, energy production and environmental cleanup
activities in the Moses l2ke.Ephrata and Tri.Cities (Kennewick Pasco, Richland) areas
could provide major impetus to the fOture development of the alternative Grant County
Airport. A major area for new economic growth would thus be created in Eastern
Washington with a greater need for new rail service. In addition, the location of new
manufacturing facilities by the Boeing Company and others in Eastern Washington would
also act to spur this growth. All of these factors would create additional passenger ridership
demands and cargo haulage needs for a proposed high speed ground transportation system
in the State of Washington.

I
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High speed ground transportation system in the State of Washington could connect all of
its major cities into a single network. This system could connect all of major airports as well
as urban downtown locations to connect with their respective mass transit systems. The high
speed ground transportation system could be built in a series of successive steps going from
the present Amtrak system through a series of upgrades. The high speed ground transport
system would then be relatively immune to adverse weather conditions relating to snow, ice,
fog or rain, especially during winter months.

The proposed high speed ground transportation system could alleviate or even eliminate the
need for the construction of a third runway at the SeaTac Airport. Approximately 20
percent of the total flights at SeaTac go between the single origin.destination pair of Seattle
to Portland. Approximately 40 percent of the total flights at SeaTac go either North.South
or East-West within a 350 mile range from Seattle and could be amenable to upgraded rail
passenger service with the ultimate goal of high speed rail service. A new wayport at Moses
Lake to serve Eastern Washington would be a part of this system. I
A further analysis of the air traffic indicates that up to 75 percent of the total flights into
and out of SeaTac Airport go in a linear North.South corridor along the West Coast. The
upgrading of rail passenger service along the West Coast could alleviate both airport and
highway congestion for intercity travel. The West Coast states would be ideal for a long
distance high speed ground transportation system in the future. Such a system would have
additional bene6ts in reducing air pollution, noise levels, energy consumption and petroleum
imports at the same time.
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Respectfully submitted,

Hal B.H. Cooper, ')

Dat 1
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• Exbting air and highway modes are facing severe congestion

Total intercity travel will increase by more than 75 % by the year 2020. It’s
unlikely that the highway and air systems could be expanded to meet this demand.

• A third intercity passenger mode can be a mAjor factor in maintaining the quality
of life and economic vitality of Washington

HSGT is compatible with Regional Transportation Plans as they exist taiay, and
with proper planning, can result in a comprehensive intermcxlal network.

HSGT can be integrated and coordinated with urban high capacity transit,
commuter rail and local bus services.

a

HSGT has the potential to support growth management objectives in the counties
It serves.

To offer an effective supplement to air commuter service and to maximize
flexibility among intercity males, HSGT should serve the major airports and the
major urban areas.C

The N-S Corridor betwan Everett and Portland offers the best nar term

opportunity for implementing a high quality intercity rail service. Completion of
this corridor north to Vancouver, B.C. would assist the northwest economy in
reaching its full international potential.

The E-W Corridor betwHn Spokane and Seattle offers the best long term
opportunity to utilize the speed advantage of true high speed wrvice and provides
attractive long term opportunities for supporting increased economic activity and
diversity east of the Cascades.
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• Significant ridership potential exists for HSGT

Population in the study area is projected to increase by over 39% by 2020;
employment is projected to increase by over 49%. These are more than double
the U.S. national average.

There is significant HSGT ridership potential even under the assumption that
existing levels of highway and air congestion remain the same through the year
2020.

Assuming DE congestion levels on the highway and air systems, a 185 mph

HS(,T system would attract the following annual ridership in the year 2020

North-South
East-West
Total

•

•

@

e
•

5, 121 ,000
2.264.000
7,385,000 '

/

Sensitivity testing of the demand mcHeI based on recent survey data indicates that
a decrease in the average speed on 1-5 through the Seattle and Portland urban
areas to 35 mph would result in an increase of 8% in HSGT ridership.

Sensitivity testing of the demand m(HeI also indicates that an increase in the
average cost of gasoline to $1.80/gallon would result in an increase of 23 % in
HSGT ridership.

Depending on the alternative selected, farebox revenues will cover annual
operating and maintenance (O&M) costs within 12 to 15 years after start of
operations and generate a surplus from that point forward. By comparison, most
urban public transit systems operate at less than 50% fare box recovery.
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• HSGT providu a safer, environmentally superior and cost effective method for
providing increased travel capacity.

Environmentally, there are no "fatal flaws" to HSGT implementation.

HSGT need not depend on petroleum based fuels.

Compued to competing modes, HSGT is cost effective. It offers significant
opportunities to reduce the cost of accidents and environmental degradation while
accommodating the projected growth.

A double-track HSGT system could carry 12,m people/hour/direction on
a right-of-way width of 1(X) feet; a highway of similar capacity would
require up to 250 feet of right-of-way.

HSGT can absorb a 2(XX)% growth in ridership beyond current 2020
projections without additional right-of-way or trackage.

HSGT provides a reliable, all-weather service.

• Proven HSGT technologiu are available now

Both rail and maglev HSGT technologies are available. However, the marginal
ridership gains of a maglev option (13.6%) do not justify the 37% increase in
cost and increased technological risk at this time.

7



• Candidate Corridors

The study applied cdteda of corridor length, populadon, employment, current
travel levels and other factors to select corridors for farther ardysis as possible
corridors for high speed implementation. Two corridors were chosen for further
evaluation: a North-South line from Vancouver, BC duough Seatde, WA to
Portland, OR, and a second East-West line from Seattle across md duough the
Cascades and Moses Lake to Spokane.
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January 6 , 1993

Mr . Robert Leventhal, Chair
Washington State Air Transportation Commission
711 South Capitol Way
Olympia , Washington 98504

Dear Mr . Leventhal :

At your July Commission meeting in Ocean Shores , I was given the oppor''
tun ity to testify concerning our region's interest in the possible
siting of an additional airport on the scale of SeaTac . I testified at
that time that our region views such an airport as much needed economic
development not a LULU ( locally unwanted land use )

Earlier in the meeting it was stated that to date it was not within the
scope of the Commission 1 s work to address siting issues . We urge the
Commission to take up the siting issue at its earliest opportunity ,
either directly or to make recommendations to the Legislature to
initiate such a process as soon as possible .

I
I
I
I
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I have met and talked with my colleagues in Cowlitz , Wahki al<um , Lewis
and Pacific Counties . We are in agreement that growth in the 1-.5 Corridor
will require the development of at least one .more airport comparable to
SeaTac some time within the next six to thirty years . It is difficult
to be precise in predicting the time that such a facility will be needed .
Population , technology , and travel forecasts are unreliable for planning
horizons as long as those needed for airport planning . A location
south of 01ympi a would seem to be appropriate . Deciding now where such
a facility should be located and the amount of laNd required is essential
for local jurisdictions to conduct sound land use and transportation
planning . The decision for siting a state-wide facility rests with the
state . The political leadership from these counties would like to aid
the state in beginning the process of site identification .
The Growth Management Act addresses the siting of essential public
facilities . The Act (36.70A.200 RCW) recognizes that airports are
essential public facilities and are typically difficult to site . While
the Act requires that the Office of Financial Management maintain a
list of essential state public facilities that are required or likely
to be built in the next six years , it does not address the siting of such
facilities . The Act merely states that , "No local comprehensive plan or
development regulation may preclude the siting of essential public
facilities ." it is beyond the capacity of local governments to make
siting decisions for facilities of such immense state-wide significance,

I
I
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I
such decisions should be made at the state level . I
Jurisdictions in our area are
and local comprehensive plans .
cance dropped in our area after
complete would nullify the plans
Six years may not be enough lead
a facility such as an airport
early and environmental asses
UtTbBTTalig–aT–1HtTul–d–bin
ment . Zoning , subdivision , and capital
be made early to aid the development 'of the facility . Such efforts would
minimize development

developing a regional transportation plan
A major facility of state-wide sign if i -
this difficult and expensive process is

and waste considerable time and money .
time for local plans to incorporate

I
The site needs to be identified verye

sme&tTia--iT Im–M–aTa-TaTFiTo r -
Rt the site for later develop-

I
investment decisions can then

conflicts in the future .

I
Transportation Commission will initiate a

the identification of a site (or sites ) for
identification of a site will ensure that

today will be valid tomorrow. If the Commission
want to perform this task , we urge the Commission to

legislature that they charge a separate group to perform _
of identifying a site for an additional major airport. . Early+

reservation of such lands would assure citizens of a
appropriate , cost effective site is available when

IIt is our hope that the Air
process that will lead to
a future major airport . The
the planning being done
can not or does not
regommend to thethe narrow task
identifi action and
Washington that an
needed .
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Sincerely ,

L)Lil,I,rM I
\Jill i am Pine , Grays
Chairman , Southwest

Harbor County Commissioner
Washington Regional Transportation Planning Organizationl

Copies Lewis County Commissioners
Pacific County Commissioners
Wahki aI<um County Commissioners
Cowl it,z County Commissioners
Glen Munsey , Chair
KaI ama City Council
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Karen Bergqu ist
Longview City Council I
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Alan Slater
Kelso City Council

Gerald Smith
WA State Dept of Transportation

Joe Phillips
Lewis County Econornic Development Council

Steve Harvey , Director
Cowlitz.'.Wahkiakum Council of Governments

Tim Baker, Associate Planner
Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments
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September 28, 1992

ID : RICK ARAMBURU

I
I
I
I

FROM: DOUG GRAVES, LEN OEBSER

RE: TDLEDO-WINLDCK AREA VISITATION

Doug Graves and Len Oebser visited the Toledo-Winlock, Washington, area on
August 17, 1992 to examine a proposed site for an airport. They met with
Mr . Gilbert Miller, C.E.O. of the Toledo–Winlock Port who conducted an all
day tour of the area for them. He was a very strong proponent of siting a
replacernent airport in the Toledo-.Winlock area.

He cited as advantages:

I
I

1. A huge area approximately 12 miles long and four to five miles wide.
It would have more than adequate space to be truly international and
bef able to handle the newer, larger airplanes that are contemplated .

2. A sparsely developed and populated area prompting less cost to make
the area conpatible under the A.S.N. A. Act. There is also an adequate
buffer zone for those people to live in the area as anployees of the
aIrportI

I
3. The site is inrnediately \rest of 1--5 rnid my between Seattle and Portland

with direct access to the freeway approxiantely 95 miles from each city

I
4.

5.

The site is iarnediately east of the Burlington Northern railroad track
wI.'.ich could be used for freight and passenger transit.

The site is located on the Napavine Prairie with an elevation variation
on the total prop>sed site of less than 50 feet which would minimize
earth movernent; in construction .I

I
I
I

6. Environmentally, the site would not in near large population centers
where noise, congestion and pollution would adversly effect hundreds of
thousands of people. It could be termed a "green grass" site .

7. This area has t:wen attempting to strengthen its economic base. Mr, Miller
indicated the location of an airport in this area has been sought for some
time . It would receive favorable acceptance in the area ,

Disadvantages were:

I
I
I

1. The distance from rnajor population centers in the Puget Sound Basin and
Portland–Vancouver area; Seattle 97 miles , Tacoma 67, Everett 124 and
Portland 97 miles . Some form of mass/rapid transit would te needed forthe site.
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permission, aau first completing a form available near the sign-in sheets at the entrance to the room and
presenting the form to the Co,ruuission’s Executive Director, Ken Reid. The Chair explained that the

procaiures are not intended to preclude public comment, but only to prevent unnecessary interruptions
to the proceedings and enable Commissioners ample opportunity to participate in discussions and ask

quutions they may have. Questions not asked during the proceedings may be asked during the public
comment periods. Chair Leventhal requested that any comments or questions be pertinent to the
Commission’s work.

I
I

I
£dw®e

Chair Leventhal stata] that the consent agenda consisted of action on the minutes of the Commission’s
August 26, 1992 rneeting md ratification of dre recommended consultant selection for Project VII
(mitigating the environmental and social costs arising from air transportation).I

I
I
I
I

It was moved, seconded, and unanimously passed to:

APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA, AS PRESENTED.

Moses Lake Arm PersDectivu.

Chair Leventhal asked Bodie to introduce the Moses Lake speakers. Bodie called upon Rick Jones, of
the Port of Moses Lake, to introduce the speakers.

Jones first welcomai the Commission to Moses Lake and indicated that he would first present a video
overview of the Port of Moses Lake, entitled - Come Join Our Famit) .”

Tbc video beg,al: -Everydling today dlat ais high-tech world demands is locata:I right here at the Port
of Moses Lake. . . . Conveniently located in the heart of Grant County, right in the center of
Washington state, its location alone makes the Port of Moses Lake a key player in indusUy from
manufacturing products to exporting those products across the country and around the world. The Port
of'Moses Lake is less than an hour away by air and centrally located to three major northwest cities,
making it a potential hub to serve the Pacific Rim market. In fact, the Port of Moses. Lake owns and
operates Grad County Airport, one of dIe nation’s lugest civil airports, covering over 4,aX) acta.
Grant County Airport has oni of the longest runways of any airport in the western United States,

measuring over 2 % miles in length.’. This is just one of the reasons why major aircraft corWrations such
as The Boeing Company and McDonnell Douglas'have chosen to join the Port of Moses Lake famiIY.
In addition, aircra& carriers such as Japan Air Lin_is have selected Grant County Airport as a prime
training facility. In fact, Japan Air Lines has been part of the Moses Lake family since 1968. In all,
over 300 foreigB and domestic air carriers have utilized Grant County Airport since 1966. -

I
I
I
I
I
I

The video continued: -In addition to its physical features, Grant County Airport is equipped with the
latest stateof-the-art ASR-9 radar system'and the airport offers uncongested airspac.b apd ideal Year-round
weather conditions that are perfect for flying, averaging over 350 VFR days mnually. In fact, Grant
County Airport acts as a diversion landing site for Seattle, Portland, and Spkane when those airWns
are closal down due to adverse weather conditions. What is even more appealing about Grant County
Airport is the availability of industrial land for development. More than 6(X) ann of land are available,
some specifically for indtistrial development, including 1€X) acres with rail &ont49e serviced bY the
Burlington Northern and Washington Central railways. This makes the Port of Moses lake extremely
versatile, o#ering industrial clients imrndiate accus to both air aanspon4lion al}d. trail aanspttation.
In addition, the Port of Mosa Lake also offers convenient access to a modern interstatb high bay iystern.
Moses Lake is locata] directly across Interstate 90, the major transportation route running coast-t040ast

I
I
I
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Iacross the Unita States from Seattle to Boston. This means that the Poa of Mosa Lake can truly offer
everything in uansportatiorHair, rail, and interstate highways. It is all right here , . . .-

The vidm continued: -In addition to the industrial park at Grant County AiR>on, the Pon of Moses Lake
also offers 11 other industria]ly-zoned areas that have been specifically designatwl for light or haw
industry. With over 2,(XX) acres of prime industrial property, cornplete with in(Bern water and sewer
facilities, the Port of Moses Lake is the right home for every industrial need from science and tnhnology
to Rx>d processing. That is why such companies as Sunsnand Data Control, . . ., Basic American Fo(Hs,
Advanca:1 Silicon Materials, Carnation, Willamette Industries, Sonico, and Midwest Agricommodities
have joinal the Port of Moses Lake funiIy. To go along with a fully equip;lai, nxxlern aiqx)a and
thousands of acra of prime industrial land, the Port of Moses Lake offers the best power rats in the
entire nation. The Port is supplied with electrical power from the Grant County Public Utility District,
which owns and operates two hydroelectric dams . . . on the Columbia River. These two dams provide
power at costs averaging slightly over one cent per kilowatt hour for industrial loads, as compuMl to
eight cents for New York and 13 cents in Japan. . . . In addition, these two dams are capable of
supplying power to all of Grant County well into the future. In addition to low40st electrical power,
natural gas is also available as a cost-efficient option. An abundant supply of natural gu is readily
available from Cascade Natural Gas at very competitive industrial rates.-

I
I
I
I
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IThe video continual: -Joining the Port of Moses Lake family means being able to call upon the skills

of a well-trained workforce. Big Bend Community College, in cooperation with the State Employment
Security Department, offers free employment training programs for local industry, with cuniculums
specifically tailors:1 to the requirements of the employer. This allows participating companies to select
from a pool of employees who are pretrained and ready to step onto the job. For example, Big Bend

Community College works directly with area employers to provide training programs for students
entering the aviation industry. This means that, once training is complete, graduates can step directly
into the job with the necessary skills.-

I
I

The video continual: - Joining the Port of Moses Lake family also means enjoying a very special way
of life. Along with the rural friendliness of a home town, the cost of land is inexpensive and the cost
for housing is extremely cornpaitive. The community is safe and familyoriental. Schools and m&lical
facilities are excellent. These facts make it especially easy for personnel to relocate quickly and
comfortably to Mosa tAe. That is not all. Mos% Lake also offers the bat in rureadonal activiti&
anywhere in the world. There are over 120 miles of shofelahd’along Mos-d' take doha. That mons
you can cast your line with friends or cast your line without anyone in sight. With such a moderate
climate, averaging over 3(X) days of sunshine each yeaI , it is no wonder drat people &om across dIe

country and around the world are joining the Moses lake family. The Port of Moses Lake oKers you
a community with industrial growth . . . an internationally and nationally rnognizal airport, arore thaI
2,m acres of prime industrial land ready for development, a highly qualifial, reliable workforce, major
transportaM)n links for air, rail, and interstate highways just outside your door, the lownt mst power
rates anywhere in the country, and all the advantaga of Uxlay's high+ecb exparHing world. . . .-

I
I
I
I
I
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Jolla next introduced Jet+y Wafei, El&utive Directo;, Grant County Economic Development Council.

Walen welcomed the Commission to Moses Lake. He indicatal that the Pott vidn which hal bea
shown closely parallels one paxlucal by the Grant County Economic Dwelopmeat Council. The Council
is a relatively new agency and has been working closely with the oommunida to set the irrfrasaucture
needs to facilitate and aceomrnodate growth in the county. 'h isa very large uadertahng. There has
been a lot of commitment, tx>th private as well as public, in trying to adjust to that growth. Growth
mallagement over here-depending upon the circla in which you are–is not a putiwlady popular
subject, but they are doing a fine job ofaccomm<Hating their oommunitia to play a much stronger future
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role in growth in this state. We have found that public-private partnership beginning to work. . . .

Another company, which will produce automobile airbag cartridge units, is relocating to the area. It will
occupy three complexes, represents an investment of approximately $a million, and will employ nearly
80 to ICX) new employees. According to Walen, the area boasts ”a very unusual and diverse group of
industries.- He indicatai that it is difficult to comprehend the size of the airport and industrial properties
from the ground, without being in an airplane overhead.

I

I
I
I
I

Jones next called upon Helen Fancher, Chair, Grant County Board of Commissioners.

Fancher welcomed the Commission to Grant County. ”We are proud of our county. Our county as we
see it today is very new, very young. . . . We have come a long way. Transportation issues, I think,
are the most interesting and most current with which we must deal. The county is attempting to do its
pan. . . . We are working hard on our roads. A piece of legislation passMl a few years ago permitted
the Columbia Basin counties to utilize the State’s bonding capacity to build our roads. . . . They are
utilizing all of our gas tax dollars to repay that bonding, so we have very few dollars with which to work.
. . . Until the year 2005, we are really strapped to get roads built to facilitate transportation in this
county. . . . Many of these industries that have come into this county have been very good about a cost-
share program. . . . \Ye have had some tremendous cooperation. The county, the Port District, and the
cities have workwl together very closely to accommodate a lot of our growth.-

I
I

Jones next callal upon Karen Wagner, Moses Lake Chamber of Commerce Manager.

Wagner also welcomed the Commission. -We are very glad to have you with us here today. I have
taken advantage of this opportunity to share with you some of our thoughts about the community and to
sha,e with yo„ some of the things that are happening now. By virtue of our excellent weather conditions
and our runways here at the Grant County Airport and the location of Moses Lake within the state of
Washington, Grant County Airport is an excellent candidate to be considered for a regional waypon.
. . . While such a proposal may be futuristic, the concept responds to one of the state’s most pressing
needs–4he air and ground traffic congestion in the Puget Sound area. We hope that Moses Lake’s future
will include a high-sped transit system. . . . Through a coordinated effort, the issua of transportation
and growth management can be answered, perhaps by this rapid-transit system. By connecting a waypn
in eastern Washington to Puget Sound, a high-speed rapid-transit system would drop the Cascade Curtain
about which we hear so much and would spread residential populations and prosperity across the state.
I think that the equalization of the population explosion that we are seeing in the Puget Sound area alight
be well addressal in the fUture by some sort of proposal like [high-speed rail transit] . -

I
I
I
I She continued: -The Port of Moses Lake has taken many steps toward the future of our area. I would

like to address Bee-trade zones. A free trade zone would make Moses Lake a port of entry. Grant
County Airport is already internationally known . . . as a testing and training center. Available property,
attractive elw&ical rata, and the ability to train workers at competitive wages make our area very
appealing. Accasibility is also a great asset. Airport activitiu are fully supported by a comprehensive
system that provida everything from ground support to advanced air traffic control systems. . . . Grant
County Airport is uncongated and we have room to grow. . . . Moses lake has recently created what
we Gdl a resporue tem. This group is composed of business representativp, financial representatives,
school districts, Big Bend Community College, the Port of Moses Lake, medical and emergency pouPS,
he GruB County Economic Development Council, the city of Moses Lake, dIe Chamber of Commerce,
the County Commissioners, and virtually everyone in a planning capacity. The prime purpose of that
organization is to be ready to respond or to rapond even before we are notified that something is going
to happen. We have assessed our comrnunity and we are ready for development. We hope to be
prepared to accept development in such a manner that it won’t be detrimental to our rHidents or to the h ,
state of Washington. When planning–and you are a planning group.--please do not forget us in Moses k-

I
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PUGET SOUND AIR TRANSPORTATION COWITTEE
PORT OF SEATTLE

FLIGHT PLAN PROJECT :

Air Travel Demand Forecast Review Summary Points

1 The air travel demand forecast is crucial to efficient air
capacity and managenent planning
0

0

0

The forecasted growth affects the timing of needed capacity
expansion or demand management responses
Changes in the timing of system expansion investments can
make a very large cost difference
Forecasted growth can affect the expected cost ranking or
even the need for certain alternatives

2 . The basic quantitative model underlying the Flight Plan
forecast is based on data that night not be pertinent to the
demand being forecasted, due to the shift toward commuter
traffic .

3 . The inputs and assumptions used in conjunction with the Flight
Plan denand nodel produce baseline forecasts that night be
overstated by as nuch as 20--258 . The na joE questions involve the
use of very low price projections and high assumptions of ad hoc
forecasted commuter traffic and connecting traffic.

4 . The extent of uncertainty in air travel forecasts requires a
much more extensive and careful evaluation of the range of demand
uncertainty, relative to baseline forecasts, than has been
perfonned to date, so that its effects on a preferred,
contingency-oriented system flight plan can be assessed.

5. It is desirable to shorten lead tlines for najor capacity
expansion alternatives and demand nanagenent programs, to the
extent that can be done without compronising review procedures
The effect could be very substantial cost savingse

1



PUGET SOUND AIR TRANSPORTATION COWITTEE
FLIGHT PLAN PROJECT :

AIR TRAVEL DEMAND FORECAST REVIEW

Introduction

Air travel demand forecasts indicate the extent of need for
additional airport capacity, and the appropriate tining for such
capacity. They also underlie the econonic inpact analysis of
alternatives’ relative benefits or costs. Thus, they are a very
important component of the economic analysis and evaluation of
Flight Plan alternatives.
The forecasts described in the Flight Plan Project and defined
more thoroughly in the Phase I Report are based on a number of
crucial assumptions. These include a few highly questionable
assumptions and methodological inconsIstencies , as indicated
below .

} Key documents prepared in support of , or in review of , the Flight
Plan cover several aspects of the demand for air travel and
associated Sea-Tac airport operations. These documents and their
coverage include the following:

+ "Flight Plan Study Phase 1 Forecasts" : Description of
the analytics, sources and assunptions behind the Flight Plan
forecasts ;

+ "AIRTRAC Flight Plan Task 1.1:>, Report" : Discussion and
critique of airport denand managenent options ;

+ "AIRTRAC Project II .b: Review of Flight Plan Denand and
Capacity Analysis" : Dr, Richard de Neufville’s review and
evaluation of the role and appropriate approach to forecasting in
the Sea-Tac Flight Plan context;

+ "Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) Flight Plan Briefing
Paper No, 3 : Denand and Capacity" : PSRC review nenorandum
critiquing the Flight Plan demand forecast; and

+ "Flight Plan FEIS" : Joint PSRC '- Port of Seattle
evaluation of the issues, including air travel demand forecasts,
involved in the Flight Plan selection process.

2



These docunents provide a wide range of infornat:ion and
perspectives on air travel demand forecasting. They differ
dramatically on such basic questions as whether air travel demand
forecasts are relevant and how air travel denand forecasts might
affect the choice of a Sea-Tac Flight Plan preferred alternative.
They do not resolve, or even thoroughly discuss, questions such
as the best form of a forecast node1 or the appropriate
assumptions to use to "drive" such a forecasting model.

These are the basic issues involved in air travel demand
forecasting. Below, we discuss the rationales for different
perspectives on forecasts’ relevance, techniques, and specific
forms. In doing so, we offer conclusions on the quality,
significance and implications of the infornation that is
available on Sea'-Tac air travel denand forecasts,

+

+

+

Section I discusses the appropriate role of forecasts in
designing and evaluating Flight Plan alternatives ;
Section II addresses the specific forecast prepared and
used in the Flight Plan documents, and identifies a few
recommended modifications to it;
Section III examines the role of forecast uncertainty in
planning for Flight Plan alternatives, and the treatment
of uncertainty in Flight Plan documents




